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An Invitation to Art Dealers 
to participate in one of the greatest 
shows in the annals of American art 

Che Arts 
And Antiques Show 

TO BE HELD AT 

THE ARMORY 
Park Avenue and 34th Street 

September 24th to 30th inclusive 

ou remember the famous “Armory Show” of 1913 

wae attracted a quarter million visitors and revolu- 

tionized the concept of art in this country. Curators, dealers 

and critics predict that this coming Armory exhibit will be 

the epoch-making event of its decade. 

By special construction the great arena of the Armory will 

be converted into an imposing museum, with individual 

galleries and a large section set aside for an outstanding 

invitation exhibition. Here will be on display many of the 

world’s master canvases, both contemporary and classic, with 

an impressive array of objects of art to delight the connois- 

seur, the collector and art lover. 

The dealers’ exhibition booths will be roomy, well propor- 

tioned, specially lighted gallery-studios designed to show to 

ideal advantage the treasures they will contain. The exhibi- 

tion will be open until 10:30 each evening, affording dealers 

the opportunity for the first time to display their art before 

the new and ever-growing art public. 

For the first time in history a major art exhibit will be 

supported by an elaborate and far-reaching publicity and 

promotion campaign. For Seymour Halpern Associates, 

sponsors of last Spring’s Madison Square Garden Antiques 

Show, are providing exhibitors with an even more intensive 

plan of exploitation than that which made the National 

Antiques Show such an unprecedented success, resulting in 

an estimated two million dollars in sales in seven days. 

A Majority of the Units are Already Committed 
So many have already engaged space that we stress the advisability of immediate action. Unfortunately, 

despite the ample proportions of the Armory, space cannot be guaranteed to all who wish to show. 

Seymour Halpern Associates, Juc. « 501 MADISON AVENUE, NEW YORK 

For rates and reservations phone or wire at once 
ELDORADO 5-1316 
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To ART NEWS, 136 E. 57th St.. New York 22, N. Y. 

Please enter my new subscription to ART NEWS including 

the 1945-46 ANNUAL. I enclose remittance as follows: 

Use this coupon if you are NOT now a subscriber 

ADVANCE NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS 

Announcing the forthcoming publication of 

AR Tews 1945-46 ANNUAL 
—newest of the famous Arf News Christmas Editions 

This new ANNUAL will match in every way, color plates and 175 other illustrations, is sur- 

if not excel, the high standards set by last year’s passed in this year’s ANNUAL. And the 1945-46 

edition. contents cover a still wider scope of interest than 
The latter’s “sumptuous . . . richly stocked heretofore—ranging from Egypt and the ancient 

gallery of illustrations” (so described by Orient through all the great periods to the most 

The New York Times), consisting of 32 full alive art of today. : 

20% PRE-PUBLICATION DISCOUNT EXCLUSIVELY TO ART NEWS SUBSCRIBERS 

You, as a subscriber, can order your copy To be sure of your copy of the new ANNUAL, 
now at only §2—which saves you 20% off the use the convenient order-coupon below, checking 
regular retail publication price at $2.50! the box which applies to your expiration date. 

TO AVOID DISAPPOINTMENT, ORDER YOUR COPY NOW! 
. ‘ 

Because the quantity is severely restricted by 1944 edition already exhausted, we respectfully 
Government paper quotas, and because retail suggest that you place your order immediately. 

orders for this year are already several times as You also have the privilege, granted alone to 

many as last year, we can guarantee to fill orders subscribers, of ordering in advance any extra 

from subscribers only in order of receipt, and copies you may want as gifts. 

not later than 60 days before publication. Be sure, however, of your priority for the 

If you wish to avoid this year the keen disap- 1945-46 ANNUAL by filling out and mailing 
pointment of many subscribers who found, the the coupon below today! 

Use this coupon if you ARE now a subscriber 

To ART NEWS, 136 E. 57th St... New York 22, N. Y. 

enclose $2.00 to include the 1945-46 ANNUAL therein. 

[] My subscription expires on or after December 1, 1945. Therefore, I 

ae git : = : fr) , scripti ires low 5 945 Regular Yearly Rate—$7.50 Special Rate for Students, Artists, [) My subscription expires on or before Not ember 15, 1945. Therefore, 
Servicemen—6. to cover renewal thereof, and to include the 1945-46 ANNUAL therein, 

. aie ‘ onan I enclose $7.50. ($6.00 for Artists, Students, and Servicemen.) 
I wish to order , additional copies of the 1945-46 ANNUAL 

at $2.50 per copy, for which I enclose $ “ 

(Please check items desired.) Total enclosed $ (Please check items desired.) Total enclosed $_— ssitaniitinttti 

Name Name 

Street Street___ 

City & State 

at $2.50 per copy, for which I enclose $_——~______ 

City & State a 

[] I wish to order___ additional copies of the 1945-46 ANNUAL 



| Ea: The Answer to 
Perfect Lighting | 
of an individual work of art, or of an entire art col- 
lection, either in a private home or in a museum is 
yours for the asking. 

Illustrated with actual examples of WENDELIGHTING this care- | 

fully prepared twenty-four page brocliure shows how you can bring | 
into effective prominence by their own beauty—avoiding any con- 
sciousness of special light sources—Ahe paintings and objets d'art 

you love, securing, at the same time, tlhe most beneficial light for 
your eyes in complete harmony with the style and period of the 
decoration. 

This idea-giving booklet is the product of life-long study of the 
subject by MR. RUDOLF WENDEL, who has successfully devel- 
oped and created more than 200 systems of lighting, installed in 
the most prominent residences, art collections and museums in this 
country and abroad. There is no obligation, of course. 

RUDOLF WENDEL, 1Nc 
Pee : » tt Cerin s 

~ae ree Avenue New York City Use This Coupon 

RUDOLF WENDEL, Inc., 730 Fifth Avenue, New York City: 
: Please send me, without obligation, “The Answer to Perfect Lighting.” 
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-~KNOEDLER 

19th CENTURY 

| AMERICAN 

| PAINTINGS 

14 EAST 57TH STREET, NEW YORK 

- 
LOITOR'o LETTER 
na 

e are trving to locate two paint 

ings aa h were obtained by forged 

cks some time ago. Thev are as 

ms Portrait of the Belle of 

Dunkirk, attributed to John Watson 

Gordon, sold on May 11, 1941, for 

oa; ; and Portrait of a Ladv, at 

tributed to Sir Thomas Lawrence, 

sold on May 21, 1941, 

The paintings are reproduced below 

for $3,75 

We would appreciate any informa 

about 

Center St.., 

them 

Room 

Yours, et¢ 

fion iddressed to 24 

2ii. 

Potice DEPARTMENT, 

City oF New Yor«k 

New York, N. ¥ 

SIR 

On reading the article Art Under 

Roosevelt, which appeared in ART 

May 1-14, 1945, I 

shocked to find that the author had 

made no mention of Edward Bruce, 

who was the first of the 

NEWS, was 

director, 

PWAP and later the Section of 

Fine Arts. Mr. Holger Cahill, the 
Director of the Federal Art Project 

of WPA is mentioned by name and 

I think, in all fairness, Mr. Bruce 

should have been included. 

Mr. Bruce’s services with the 

Roosevelt Administration as a di 

rector of art projects was long and 

diligent. In fact, it may be said that 
he gave life to 

never sparing himself in the interest 

of giving an opportunity 

his these services, 

o Ameri 

can artists to compete for federally 
sponsored art and decoration pro 

jects. He became seriously ill on sev 

the program was curtailed in the in 

terest of the defense effort. 

As the article Art Under Roose 

velt indicates, the Section of Fine 

Arts -awarded commissions on the 

basis of merit and unlike the WPA 

program, its contracts were given 

only to those artists who could qual 

ify through jury selection. Mr. Bruce 

felt this the important 
aspect of his program. He felt that 

artists just be 

living, but should prove their ability 

was most 

should not given a 

In Open competitions. 

etc. 

Donatp S. CAMERON 

New York, N. Y. 

(ART News’ sincere thanks to Mr. 

Cameron for pointing out the omis 

sion of Mr. Bruce’s name 

tor of PWAP and the 

Fine Arts. Mr. 

to art have long been recognized by 

Yours, 

as Direc 

Section of 

Bruce’s contributions 

us professionally and personally 

SiR 

I hope you can give space in an 

early issue of your magazine for this 

letter relative to the review of Sara 

show, ““The Road 

published in ART 

15-31, 1945. 
It contains observations which in 

Berman-Beach’s 

to Democracy,” 

NEws, Mav 

their generalizations have the effect 

of actual 

paintings belong to the mid-thirties” 

misstatement. “These 

“canvases crowded with shaking 
fists.” 

Not the 

vases either described or mentioned 

(1944-45 
International Trade 

1945 

once are following can 

as existing: Teheran 

One World 

Union Conference, 

1945) 
In not one of the al 

London, 

and Iwo Jima 
yove Canvases 

and in none of 

“shaking.” 

is there a single fist, 

the 22 canvases any 

Yours, etc 

Rosa PRINGLE 

Directcr, New 

New York, N. Y. 

Age Gallery eral occasions during his term of 

office and died verv shortly after 

IN THIS ISSUE 

The cream of GI off-duty art, 

elimination contest 

of Orientalia 

current annual of Chicago 

EXT 

Miro 

and exhibited 

rew’s murals in terms of today’s examples . . . 

artists 1s g 

ISSUE 

Provocative analysis of the dominance of the amphorphous and 

fragmentary in modern art by Parker Tyxer, with a colorplate of 

\ report on new collectors in this season’s buying boom. 
. Philadelphia’s unique show of architectural art. . . 

happenings on the country gallery circuit. 

gathered through a nation-wide 
at Washington’s National Gallery 

is discussed by Martua Davinson, former ART News Editorial As 

sociate and present associate of the Library of Congress, Department | 
JeAN CHARLOT, painter, muralist, illustrator, author, 

and 1945 winner of Guggenheim Fellowship, speculates on tomot 

A local slant on the 

iven by Harotp E. Haypon, 

| who teaches Humanities at the University of Chicago. 

. Mid-summet 
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SCULPTURE 

PORCELAIN 

FURNITURE 

TAPESTRIES 

GOTHIC-RENAISSANCE 

EIGHTEENTH CENTURY 

DUVEEN BROTHERS INC. 
720 FIFTH AVENUE 
N. W. CORNER OF 56™ STREET 

NEW YORK 
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THE PAOING ohDWs 
A RTHUR B. DAVIES had a 
entral role in the twentieth century 

development of American art. Not 

only did he bring to this country 

the first comprehensive exhibition 

of French moderns (the Armory 

Show) but in his own painting and 

in his influence on his colleagues he 

stood for change and progress. His 

elevated lyricism, showing _ half 

ecstatic nudes tiptoeing across im 

uginary landscapes, is the aspect for 

which he happens to be best known 

Yet this lyricism was but one section 

of his thought and work, as the re 

cent “panoramic” display at Ferar 

gil’s made freshly evident. Among 

his other aspects were explorations 

in the style of Coptic tapestries, 

Persian textiles, Pre-Raphaelite paint 

ing, romanticism, naturalism, the 

decorative, the cubist, and abstract 

Prices $450 to $12,000.) 

—_ ARTISTS make up the 

Feig] Gallery’s distinguished group 

show of oils and watercolors. Among 

these pictures is a remarkable canvas 

in the modern style, a Reclining 

Nude in Garden, by the Cuban 

artist, Mariano (Rodriguez). It is 
orginal in thought, vigorously poetic 

in technique, and of the richest, sun 

drenched coloring. By Anton Pele, a 
Czech artist now in this country, 

there is another Reclining Nude 

which is impressively well painted. 

It happens to show influence from 

Picasso and from Matisse’s early 

thythmic style, nevertheless it is a 
work of unusual imagination and 

solid strength. De Hirsh Margules is 
represented by half-a-dozen oils and 

watercolors, the oils luxurious labors 

of love in a Post-Impressionist im 

pasto so thick as to make the still 

life subjects seem almost modeled 
in pigment; the watercolors brilliant 

and vital landscapes. Hugh Kappel 

MARIANO: “Reclining Nude in Garden”; one of 
four artists showing at Feigl Gallery. 

6 

oncludes the exhibition with a 

series of abstractions which show 

him evolving from the moody, emo 

tional style of early German mod 

ernism into an individual, scintillant 

diom. (Prices $75 to $80c 

Mop RNAGE inaugurates its 

new art gallery with an exhibition 

by four contemporary Americans— 

three painters, Boris Aronson, Rolph 
Scarlett, Ethel Swantees, and a sculp 
tor, Selma Burke. The Aronson can 

vases, boldly designed, are of circus 

subjects and still-life. They are paint- 

ed in pale, decorative colors with 

nimble drawing in the swift spirit 

of the day. Miss Swantees, showing 
landscapes, figures, and still-life, em 
ploys a Post-Impressionist technique 

on a structural basis of interlocked 

design. Rolph Scarlett offers brush 

point geometry of stars and planets 

ind other heavenly forces whirling 

or standing in spatial order. Miss 

Burke’s sculpture, a wide variety in 

stone, marble, wood, and plaster, is 

deft and expeditious, seldom un- 

usual in thought yet perhaps accept 
able enough as sculpture for the 

home. (Prices $40 to $650.) 

A RT FOR THE HOME 

FRONT,” a third annual exhibition 
of contemporary American paintings 

at popular prices, is now on view at 

the Ferargil Galleries prior to a 
national tour. A non-profit venture 

offered by twelve leading New York 

dealers, it represents ninety-six artists 
whose styles vary from the acad 

emically conservative to the abstract. 
The show includes a dozen or more 

examples of minor merit but the im 
portant thing is that the majority of 
the paintings are quality bargains 

Noticeable among these bargains are 

still-life by Raymond Breinin; 

Fruits, by Clarence Carter; Circus 

Bareback Riders, by Jon Corbino; 
Midwest Landscape, by Carl Gaert 

ner; The Havymakers, by Eugene 

Higgins: Yellow Tulips, by Harry 

Lane; House in the Woods, by EI 

liot Orr; flowers by Elizabeth Price; 

Lonely Clown, by Everett Shinn 

Other tastes will find other good 

xamples. (Prices $50 to $2 

7 . . 

A RLO DRASTON, in his recent 

paintings at Norlyst’s, essays abridge 

ments of nature in a semi-abstract 

stvle. Graceful in color, their draw 

ing sensitive, their rhythmical com 

position firmly balanced, they are 
spirited little works as far as they 
go. However, they seem more like 

motive-sketches than finished pic 

tures. At times they are addressed to 

the eye, at times to the mind yet 
ill too often they give only frag 

mentary impressions. A more sub 

stantial statement both as to bod\ 

ind thought would lend strength to 

his aims. (Prices $125 to $175 

A RISTIDE MAILLOL, who died 

in October 1944 at the age of 

eighty-three, was recently honored 

in a memorial exhibition held at the 

Albright Art Gallery, Buffalo. This 
exhibition was extensively recorded 

by the director, Andrew C. Ritchie 

in ART news, May 1-14, 1945 

Now a selection of this exhibition is 

on view at Buchholz Gallery. The 

special value of the group lies in the 

opportunity to compare and con 

trast the large and small figures 

igainst the background of drawings, 

breathlessly free and yet curiousl\ 

solid. Maillol achieved a unique 

mingling of Classical and bourgeois 

forms, most apparent in such large 

figures as Summer. His idealization 

of the feminine was always in terms 

of contemporary realitv. The small 

figurines, composed with infinite 

BORIS ARONSON’S “Three Ring Rhythm,” with 
other artists in Modernage debut show. 

JON CORBINO: “Circus Riders” 
exhibited at Ferargil. 

case of rhythmic relations, have par 
ticular beauty and lack the down 

to-earth coarseness of some of the 

more pretentious work. (Prices not 

quoted 

“nh 

‘| RENDS IN MODERN ART,” 
assembled by Nierendorf, refers to 

the non- or semi - representational 

type of work of enigmatical charac 
ter for which no one has yet invent 
ed a name or a school tie but which 

nevertheless seems to be one of the 
significant American developments 
of the 1940s. The interesting thing 

about the show is how rapidly these 

original idioms are being mastered 
by their protagonists. Where a few 

years ago the Klees and Kandinskys 
and Drewes would have made a 

group of experimental Americans 
look like amateurs there is now a 

continuity, a sharing of aims on the 
basis of equality which is extremely 
optimistic. Hans Moller, Bertoia, 

Gatch, De Diego, Albert Magnelli 

are only a few of the talents which 

make up this most interesting show 

Prices not quoted 

D: MONSTRATIONS” is the 
title of the exhibit which the Mor 

timer Levitt Gallery has gathered to 
show the relationship of pictures to 
their frames and of frames to in 
teriors. The thesis is that a frame 
not only changes the spirit of a 

painting but that it acts as a transi 

tion to the decor of the room, thus 
bridging the temporal gap between 

contemporary art and period decora 
tion. Framing of modern paintings 

is a subject too much neglected, so 
ithat the show has great value. It is 

entertaining to see how well Everett 

Spruce’s work looks in an early 

American type frame, how appro 

priate to Chase’s style is a French 
seventeenth century provincial frame, 
jhow well the Barnett looks in a 

‘Chippendale enclosure but how the 
French Louis Philippe reproduction 

‘is too fussy and distracting with his 
particular geometric brush strokes. 

ART NEWS 



On the whole the show is done with 

admirable understanding — and _ its 
only major flaw is that the explana 
tory labels descend into the banal 

parlance of interior decorators with 

1 reiteration of phrases referring to 
the ‘‘feel”’ 

to 9750.) 

of a room. (Prices $150 

Joun STEPHAN makes his 

début at the Brandt Gallery with a 

lozen mosaics in marble. Ranging 
small to 

irchitecturally expansive, they are of 

in size from intimately 

religious and secular subjects, includ- 

stilltife, and scenes. 

What is most striking about these 
mosaics is the clarity of thought and 
depth of feeling, indeed, the poetry 

the artist has embodied in 
Technically they show con 

siderable freshness of approach and 
craftsmanship. The 

units of differently colored marble 
are skillfully interlaid and combined; 

ing figures, 

which 

them. 

conscientious 

S. SIMKHOVITCH: 
Bonnets” from Midtown group. 

**Easter 

their designs have a fluency that sug 

gests painting yet are rendered with 

balance and volume recalling sculp 

ture. For a début, this is work of 

high order. (Prices $150 to $1,000.) 

‘ 

Gans SHOWS during June 
were varied in content but far better 

in quality than the usual end-of-the 

. . . Midtown, for 

turned out a complete 

roster of the gallery’s artists, includ- 

ing work which had been exhibited 

in national exhibitions as well as 

significant examples from the sea 

son’s one man and exhibi 

Artist Associates, recently 

incorporated as The New-Age Gal 
lery, closed the season with a show 

of approximately thirty-five oils, wa 
tercolors, and gouaches. In addition 

to work by the nucleus of the for 

mer Artist Associates group, twenty 

well known painters and sculptors 

expressed their support as sponsoring 
artists by submitting work. Included 

in this category were, among others, 
Avery, Becker, Constant, Sloan, 
Levi, and Max Weber. . The 

early summer group at Weyhe’s in- 
cluded such of the gallery’s stars as 

the original and inventive Texan 

season showings. 

instance, 

group 

tions 

JULY 1-31, 1945 

Bill Bomar, patterned non-objective 
spinnings by Steve Wheeler, and a 
decorative gouache - and - watercolor 
by Edward J. Stevens, Jr. 
Early June saw the thirteenth an 
nual exhibition of the Arthur 
Schwieder Group at Bonestell, with 

competent craftsmanship a constant 
attribute among varying talents and 
stvles, Charlotte Tyroler and Yvette 

Berlowe being noted. . . . Contem 

porary Arts will show its sponsored 
group throughout the summer with 

changing exhibitions each month 

Ihe lively collection for June in 
cluded Louise Pershing’s bright and 

humorous He Said and She Said, a 

bucolic Country Scene by Sigmund 
Kozlow, a fine Csoka entitled Stu 
dents, and the dramatic Derelict by 
Sidney Gross. . . . Milch’s summer 
exhibition is an assemblage of two 

dozen canvases by leading members 
of the gallery. Most of the examples 

have been shown in the course of 

the season yet it is pleasant to look 
't them again in a comparative 

show. 

Jon JOSE RESCALA, Brazilian 
artist at present in the United States 

on a traveling scholarship, was hon- 
ored in June with an exhibition of 
some 30 of his canvases at the Latin 

American Institute. A clear-headed 
painter technique shows 

Post-Impressionist undercurrents, he 

seems a facile worker with a gift for 
genre. He is efficiently trained, a 
good draftsman, a rich colorist, and 

1 competent composer. His affable 

pictures offer lively comment on his 
country’s native scenes and types of 
people. Half a dozen of the latest, 
done 

whose 

his arrival here, are of 

New York 

( Prices $s » to $300. ) 

since 

picturesque subjects 

= E. ROBERTSON, stirred 

by the success of his self-taught sis 
ter, Grandma Moses, has turned an 

inspired hand to the art of painting 

ind produced a number of pictures 

of which some two score are to be 

seen at the Galerie St. Etienne. He 

proves himself one of the most re 
(Continued on page 26) 

LEON KROLL: 
the Milch group of Americans. 

“Dancers” in 

Sor the 

CD citi (Collector. - 

PAINTINGS OF OLD AND 

MODERN SCHOOLS AND 

NOTABLE ANTIQUE FURNITURE 

AND OTHER WORKS OF ART 

) Nay be acquiredat the Parke-Bernet Galleries 

at their public auction sales of art collections 

from distinguished sources. Sales are held 

weekly from September to June. The 1944-45 

season included Old Master, Primitive and 

Modern Paintings, Furniture, Tapestries, Sculp- 

tures and Other Works of Art from the Frank 

Crowninshield, Edward T. Stotesbury, Mrs. 

Joseph Heine, Leon Schinasi, Robert W. Lyons, 

John Bass, Walter P. Chrysler Jr., J. K. Thann- 

hauser, William H. and Brig. General Cornelius 

Vanderbilt, Arthur F. Egner, and Virginia 

M. Rosenthal collections. 

Sales scheduled for the 1945-46 season in- 

clude many other prominent collections. Ask 

to be placed on our mailing list for advance 

announcements. 

PARhKE-BERNET 
GALLERIES - Inc 

Madison Avenue at 57th Street 

NEW YORK 22 



SCHAEFFER 

OLD MASTERS 

61 EAST 57 STREET, N. Y. 

Serna 
& COMPANY, Inc. 

CHINESE 
ANTIQUES 

5 East 57th Street 

NEW YORK 

SHANGHAI PEIPING | 

SCHNEIDER | 
GABRIEL 

Galleries 
INC. 

PAINTINGS 

69 EAST 57 ST., N.Y. 

—_K- 
INVITATION 

is cordially extended to you to visit 
us at our new address and inspect— 

OUR COMPLETE 
RUG SERVICE 

A choice collection of Antique 
Oriental and European Rugs. 

A full assortment of domestic 
Broadloom and Chenille Carpets. 
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Jarves Plus Griggs 

RECENT event at Yale Univer 

i‘ sity realizes seventy-seven vears 

later the hopes of one of America’s 

most discriminating and courageous 

James Jackson 

Jarves. The consolidation of the re 

markable teaching collection, which 

the 

1850s, with the early Italian panels 

Maitland | 

with the Jarves group in mind) 

makes a reality of Jarves’ statement 
in 1565 

to complete the chronological se 

quence of pictures, nor to get to 

gether . . . pictures representative of 

all the Italian schools. . . . But im 

portant additions are possible; and 

pioneer collectors, 

he assembled in ‘Tuscany in 

collected by Griggs 

“It will not be easv ... 

every such addition will greatly in 

crease the historical and educational 

value of the collection, because of 

the light which cach work of. art 

9 

pate 

GRIGGS COLLECTION, now assimilated with Jarves at Yale, has 

chartered course. America was so un 

prepared for his gift that neither 

Boston nor New York would accept 

} laughed at INS critics 

him, but in 1568 the paintings went 

collection, 

to Yale University. It is now one of | 

the most respected collections in 

For the 

prior to his death in 1943, Maitland 

the country twenty years 

Griggs gave devotion and construc 

tive support to the earlier collection 

it Yale and was founder of the As 

Arts at Yale sociates in Fine 

Antiques Show News 
UNIQUE feature of the Arts 

5% and Antiques Show, which will 

open on Sept. 24 at the Seventeenth 

Regiment Armorv, will be a large 

exhibition of contemporary paint 

ings and sculpture selected by out 

standing art critics and editors. Run 

ning through Sept. 30, the show 
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Ligurian School Ludovico Brea’s “Christ Among the Doctors.” 

casts upon all other works of art 

with which it is in relation.” 

“Period of 

Emergency” the most precious pic 

the Jarves Collection 

were sent for safe-keeping to mu 

seums in the Middle West. Their 

return furnished an opportunity to 

During the so-called 

tures from 

combine them with the Griggs pic 

tures in chronological and historical 

sequence so that their full value as 

a study collection is apparent. There 

is now integration of such renowned 
paintings in the Jarves group as 

those by Sassetta, Neroccio de’ Lan- 
di, Antonio Barnardo 

Daddi, Fiorenzo di Lorenzo, Piero 

di Cosimo, etc., with the Griggs 
group which contains, among oth 

ers, work by Giovanni di Paolo, 

Master of the Castello Nativity, and 

Ludovico Brea. The collections as a 

whole show the persistence of tradi 

tion in the average Italian workshops 

as well as possessing the work of 
distinguished masters of the trecento 

and quattrocento. 

Pollaiuolo, 

Jarves was a far-sighted collector, 
interested in presenting a collection 

which should be of educational 
value. The selectivity he exercised 
was remarkable? especially in the 
1850s when he was traveling an un 

will be open this year on Saturdays 

ind Sundays from 12:30 P.M. until 

thus available to visitors 10:30 P.M., 

ifter business hours 

Memory of the 

Show of has stimulated the 

scheme of asking the press to make 

famous Armory 

1913 

selections of objects, hoping it will 

display courage in nominating works 

of art which it believes indicate the 

direction art will take in the future, 

or which it ventures to predict will 

live in the future. 

and 
structed gallery covering over 3,000 

square feet of space will display the 
paintings and sculpture. The selec 
tions of each critic will be a unit. 

A specially designed con 

Awards and Prizes 
OT weather, which has seen the 

closing of the June crop of an 
nuals, brings word of the artists who 
showed in them singled out for spe 
cial honors. At the Columbus Gal 
lery of Fine Arts $375 was distrib 

uted. A 
Emerson 

winner of former years, 

C. Burkhart, heads the 

list, his Universal Order judged the 
“most meritorious” work shown 

while his My Favorite Model car 

(Continued at bottom of page 9) 
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VERNTooAGE 
AST March the Cincinnati Museum invited art critics of maga- 
L zines and newspapers through America each to make two selec- 

tions for its 49th Annual. Three months later the Arts and Antiques 
Show, projecting for the first time in September a huge exhibition 

of contemporary painting, again puts “‘art critics and editors” on 
the spot. After a sort of round-robin reverse-blackmail process of 

“I'll come in if So-and-So does” and “‘So-and-So is coming in if 

you will,” the critics and editors eventually acquiese. As many as 

two swallows maketh not summer, but two instances in so short 

an interval may indeed indicate a Trend. 

It seems an appropriate moment, therefore, to speculate on who 

and what the art critic in America is, and why he is qualified to 

be, or is even desirable as, the initiator of an exhibition. 

Probably no other profession is so lacking in homogeneity of 

background and training, or so ill-defined. Thought to be too “pre- 
cious” for schools of journalism and too “popular” for faculties of 
art history, art criticism per se remains without sanction of diploma 
or tradition. 

What are generically termed art critics are, in fact, both art 
reporters and art critics. Both represent equally necessary func- 

tions, but the distinction is too often obscured both by the practi- 

tioner and the audience. The vital job of the art reporter is to relate 
the visual event impartially and objectively and to tell the immedi- 
ate and specific facts relating to it. As a journalist he must make 
his reader see imaginatively and want to see actually. 

he critic’s task goes beyond this. He must a priori convey the 

visual image, but his job is one of analysis. He must, as Geoffrey 
Scott has said, explain what is the value of a work of art, viewed 

in itself or in comparison with others, why it is deserving of atten- 

tion, whether it merits more consideration than another and on 

what grounds. He must make clear what place it assumes in its 
historical milieu, and above all what are the aesthetic results by 

virtue of which it has become a work of art—or the converse. He 

must maintain ideal standards, basic and organic enough to embrace 

and see in proportion the vast history of art including the art of 

his own time. These standards, based on a triple foundation of 

logic; historical sense, and sensibility (or taste, if you will), should 
be implicitly apparent to the reader familiar with the critic’s record 
of considered and consistent judgement. 

Both art reporters and art critics (especially the former whose 
assignment sheet imposes a wide range of coverage) obviously have 
a common major advantage above all other persons in the field of 
art—broad familiarity with contemporary production. Especially in 
New York, members of this fraternity have tramped countless gal- 
lery miles, have learned to look at unhung pictures in mouse-eye 
perspective while crouching on the floor, have been able to disre- 
gard the nakedness of an unframed canvas and disadvantageous 
lighting, have looked faithfully at astronomical numbers of objects. 
The inevitable by-products of this experience are visual knowledge 
and ability to make comparisons. 

But beyond this, background, historical sense, and aesthetic sen- 
sibility, condition choice. It would seem fair that in presenting a 
reporter's or critic’s choice to the public, his record of critical fit- 
ness be disclosed. Moreover, by limiting and defining the basis of 

selection (such as suggested in our review of the Cincinnati show 
in ART news, March 1-14, 1945), the significance of his choices 
within his whole credo could be understood. ‘The Arts and Antiques 
Show urges selection which, in the critic’s opinion, “‘will live in the 
future, or indicate trends which art will follow in the future.” 
Although cautiously general, this is a step in the right direction. 

Now, occasionally making these members of the press selectors of 
an exhibition, limited and defined, can be informative, but as a 

genetal practice it would be foolish on two essential counts. It would 
tend to close the door on new talents, for the critic can select only 
from what he sees—and accordingly it would exclude new things 
from the opportunity of public criticism. Second, once the critics’ 
choices are hung, the press still has to review the show. Are other 
reporters and critics to be found to do this, interminably, until as on 
the Quaker Oats package, the process keeps on repeating itself ad 
infinitum? 

These speculations are not at all an attempt to evade the issue 
or a reluctance to take a stand. After all, the fraternity of the press 
takes a stand with every word which comes off the linotype machine. 
It would seem justifiable that art critics or art reporters need not 
start the argument, but that they should plead for a last word, or 
at least the right of umpire. 
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Continued from page 8) petition sponsored by the Sperry 

ned the portrait class. Two other Gyroscope Company and the Alum 

oil prizes went to Ervin B. Nuss ni Association of the 

baum and Edna Way while Sgt. 
Charles Okerbloom and Dorothy 

Perloff successfully competed with 

American 

\cademy in Rome have been an 
nounced. Winners of the coveted 

$1000 First Prize were Mary T. 
Wilcox, architect; Helen O. Gross, 

painter; and Richard Frazier, sculp 
ture section. An unusual award, for tor. The Second Prize, totaling 
“most appropriate framing,” went $275, went to John Pile, architect; 

to Marion ‘T’. Gatrell. Marie-Celeste Fadden, painter; and 

Krom Jersey City comes a report 

of unprecedented attendance at the 

imnual of New Jersey painters and 

watercolors. John Klassen’s four 

woodcarvings dominated the sculp 

Eda Castle, sculptor. Three Third 

Prizes, of $100 each, were distrib 

uted among the following teams 

Eduardo Mejia, Bolton Morris, and 

Hawkins; William H 

Deacy, Ernest Leland, and Vincent 

a popular decision Carano; Mayer & Whittelsey, Sgt. 
Koren der E. A. Tafel, and Amedée Ozenfant 

Harootian led the sculpture section. 

First in watercolor was Ralph Him 

mel Berger, first in etching Reynold 

W eidenaar. 

sculptors. Prize winners in oil were 

Sgt. Nicholas V. Comito, George 

Schwacha, and Fred S. Bovko, the 

last-mentioned 

Andrew 

Beonne Beronda and 

Liverpool Honored 
yOR the first time the National 

Gallery in London has become 

host to a part of the collection of a 

provincial museum. From the Walk 

er Art Gallery of Liverpool have 

gone some of the acquisitions made 

during the last decade to be dis 
played in London. ‘The Walker Gal 
lery, since bequests began allowing 

I'wo purchases were made by the 

Springfield Museum out of their Art 

League’s annual members’ show 

Sixth Avenue by Andrée Ruellan 

ind The Dancer by Giglio Dante 
\ $25 prize was won by Felix 

Pfeifer for his Andalusian Fantas\ 

Results of the collaborative com 

the inauguration of an acquisition 

policy, has concentrated on building 
up a collection which would trace 
the development of the British 

School from its earliest days. The 

pictures now being shown reveal a 

balanced representation—with some 

of the great names still absent (Ho- 
garth, Constable, Whistler, Row- 
landson) and certain strong features 
such as the group of works by Al- 
fred Stevens, who had close Liver- 

pool associations. 

ly divided between local artists and 
more internationally known men 
such as Nash and Augustus John. 

Out of 119 objects on view, nine 
ty-six have been purchased since 
1940, proving English museums 

have been taking a large part of 

what is available for themselves 
rather than exporting (see p. 11). 
Starting with a School of Hans 

Holbein portrait of Henry VIII, the 
collection progresses through Lely 
to the century, with 
Devis, Reynolds, Gainsborough, and 

eighteenth 

Romney the familiar names among 
The nine 

includes not only 
Turner and Stevens and many mas 

ters of sporting genres, but also a 

fine selection of Pre-Raphaelite art 

other engaging examples 
teenth century 

LIVERPOOL’S “Henry VIII,” 
ists. Contemporary names are equal Holbein School. now in London. 
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REYNOLDS’ “CUPID,” ONE OF FIVE 

J. P. Morgan Collection, showing various facets of its most 
brilliant period of painting have been purchased by the Albright 
Art Gallery in Buffalo. This most outstanding purchase in the Gal- 
lery’s history was made possible by gifts of the Knox family to the 
fund established by Seymour H. Knox, Sr., in 1915 

Hogarth, Reynolds, Gainsborough, Romney, and Lawrence make 

up the quintet. The Hogarth, The Lady’s Last Stake, was painted 
in 1759 and is the only example of Hogarth’s “moral’’ painting in 
America, depicting with his brisk incisiveness the moment when 
the lady (posed for by the famous Mrs. Thrale of Samuel Johnson’s 

circle) debates whether, having lost all money and jewels at cards, 
she should forfeit her honor to make good her debts. Miss Evans 
of 1785-7 is an example of Gainsborough’s late broad, shimmering 

style. Romney’s Triumphs of Temper illustrates a poem by his 

10 

MORGAN PICTURES 

IVE masterpieces of the English cighteenth century, from the 

BOUGHT FOR BUFFALO 

friend, William Hayley, in which the heroine, Serena, discovers a 

scandalous newspaper report of herself. In a style reminiscent of 

his free drawing manner he has used Lady Hamilton for his model. 

Lawrence’s Miss Croker of 1827 was one of his popular portraits. 

Cupid as a Link Boy, painted about 1777 is an unusual example 

of Reynolds’ imaginative wit, and his ability as a colorist. A link is 

a torch. In eighteenth century London a night-guide carried 
torch and was known as a link boy. In Classical and aie 

imagery a torch was sometimes substituted for Cupid’s bow and 

arrow. As the link boy often preyed on young couples returning 
home late at night, Reynolds has presented him as an eerie Cupid 
with bat-like wings. His reputation is expressed in a couplet from 

Gay’s Trivia, 

“Though you are tempted by the linkman’s call 

Yet trust him not along the lonely wall.” 



U.S. MUSEUMS SNAP UP OLD MASTERS 
AS AMERICAN SUPPLY DIMINISHES 

ESPITE a rapidly shrinking market of significant works by 
the old masters available in America, U. S. museums have 

been buying actively in the last few months. Since 1939 few new 
objects have come from the war-bound collections of continental 

Europe on which purchasing formerly depended. Whereas England 
remained a potential source, English museums have been procuring 

for themselves much of what was available, with such outstanding 

examples of accelerated purchasing as that of Liverpool's Walker 
Gallery (see page 9g, this issue). Stocks in America are not totally 

depleted, but finally demand is exceeding supply. Meanwhile, U. S. 

museums are fast acquiring the masterpieces on the local market, 

some of which are reproduced on these and the following two 

pages. 

As the 1944 season draws to a close, other important accessions 

of old master paintings and of sculpture include the Omaha Joslyn 

A NEW J. L. DAVID 

PORTRAIT FOR THE 

CLEVELAND MUSEUM 

PAINTING of Jacques 
Louis David’s best period 

is the first accession which the 

Cleveland Museum has made 

through the Grace Rainey Rog- 

ers Fund, which was a_ bequest 

to the institution in 1943. 

David was an earnest propa- 

gandizer of Republicanism and 

the subject of this portrait, paint- 
ed in 1795, is probably a person 

who was active in the French 

Revolution. La Citoyenne Crou- 

zet, as she is called, is honored 

by David in terms of portraiture 

rather than in his other vein of 

using Roman moral themes to 

proclaim his political convictions. 

The picture is in quiet tan- 

browns, a trenchant example of 

David’s emphasis on contour and 

comparative disregard of color. 

Perhaps no other artist has so 

completely established a style as 

did David with his tenets of Neo- 

Classicism. It was a style which 

ipplied not only to painting, but 

which permeated all other forms 

of life. It is reflected in architec 

ture and even in furniture, where 

Classical motifs are a basis for de 

sign and decoration. Even cloth 

ing felt its impact; such adapta- 

tions of Greek and Roman drap 

ery as the high-waisted dress of 

Mme. Crouzet with its copious 

flowing folds is typical of the con- 

temporary vogue. The Neo-Clas- 

sic is revealed, too, in her coiffure, 

a modification of styles derived 

trom the statues of Antiquity. 

Memorial's purchase of Natt’er’s Madame La Duchesve de Lambesc, 

an example of French eighteenth century elegance. Two important 

wood crucifixes have also found their way into American museums. 

To the Nelson Gallery in Kansas City went a version from the 

Pyrenees, dating in the late thirteenth or early fourteenth centurv— 

six feet high, its wood covered with gesso and distinct traces of 

polychrome decoration. To Chicago’s Art Institute went a small 

French version, once part of a retable, dated about 1390, by the 
‘Burgundian sculptor Jacques de Baerze. The Boston Museum of 
Fine Arts, among many acquisitions including the Fragonard draw- 
ing reproduced on the following page, has obtained a dual view 

of the Baroque—its fervored religious feelings apparent in the 
luminous style of the Venetian Francesco Cappella’s Virgin and 
Child in Glory with Saints and its dramatic realism in Giuseppe 
Maria Crespi’s The Chancellor Florius Senesius. 
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FRAGONARD’S FAMOUS 

HE drawing collection of the Boston Museum of Fine Arts 
has recently been enriched by the acquisition of one of Frago- 

nard’s most famous drawings. Important as a triumph of draftsman- 

ship, Les Pétards (The Firecrackers) has further interest as an 
example of the intimate boudoir scenes which were uniquely pop- 
ular in the eighteenth century, and as a drawing which comes from 
the period when collecting of this medium reached a special vogue. 

The drawing is done with pen and bistre wash over pencil on 
cream paper and measures 10% by 15 inches. Fragonard’s magically 

animated line and his subtle skill in making space eloquent are seen 

here at their best. Frago, too, had a sense of rightness in choosing 
little, intimate details to add to the vivacity of a scene—thus the 

Louis Quinze chair, the kitten peering from the rumpled bedclothes, 
the chamber-pot hidden discreetly under the bed. 

The three girls have been startled from their slumber by a bunch 
of firecrackers which have been lowered through a trap door in the 

ceiling. As Austin A. Mitchell points out in the Museum Bulletin, 
Pierre-Laurent Auvray, a contemporary, engraved this and a com 

panion drawing. In the latter, Les Jets d’Eau, it is gushing hoses 

coming through the trap door which has roused the three girls. 
The engraving of Les Pétards bore a charming verse: 

“De ces feux apprétés ne craignez point les flammes 

Punissez plutét l’indiscret: 
Les feux que vos appas allument dans nos 4mes 

Font moins d’éclat, mais plus d’effet. 

Collecting of art became a craze in eighteenth century France, 
where the new class of society, the noblesse d'affaires, imitated 
every gesture of the Court. The Marquise de Pompadour, a bour- 
geoise herself, set the pattern of taste. From chateaux to Chinese 
porcelain and exotic shrubs she initiated vogues. It was her friend 

“FIRECRACKERS”: A GREAT DRAWING FOR BOSTON 

and favorite painter Frangois Boucher who exhibited drawings as 
well as paintings for the first time at the Salon. Whereas connois 
seurs before had sought portfolios of sketches, now a fashion was 
launched where matted, elaborately framed drawings served as wall 

decoration. Boucher himself was overwhelmed with prospective 
purchasers and generously recommended his young protégé and 
most talented ex-pupil, Jean-Honoré Fragonard, to some of them. 
Thus Frago embarked on a career which soon rivaled Boucher’s 

itself. 

Fragonard when he first came to Paris from Grasse worked fot 

six months in the studio of Chardin, but later for two happy years 

he was a sort of pupil-assistant in Boucher’s atelier. Winning the 

Prix de Rome in 1752 at the age of twenty, three years at the 

Ecole Royale des Eleves Protégés followed. In 1756 he arrived 

Rome, beginning a four year sojourn in Italy—living part of the 

time in the romantically beautiful Villa d’Este at Tivoli, travelling 

to Naples, Bologna, and Venice, creating some of the most fresh 
and sparkling landscape drawings in all French art. From 1761 on, 

he’ remained Paris for the major part of the time. He was oc 

cupied with sujets galants, landscapes, decoration (see ART News 

May 1-14, 1945), and the sort of intimate 

Peéetards is an example. 

Les Pétards is first mentioned in the sale of the collection of a 

bourgeois financier, Varanchan de Saint-Genies, who may well have 

commissioned it—for we know that this Frenchman avidly col 

lected such bedroom scenes. From there it can be followed through 

many collections until it was finally purchased by the famous mod 

ern collector of eighteenth century art, M. David-Weill. Although 

several versions of the companion, Les Jets d’Eau, exist, Boston’s 

Les Pétards is unique. 

drawing of which Les 



THIS MABUSE PORTRAIT DATED 

OST recent addition to the Detroit Institute of Arts group 

M of distinguished portraits is a large and important panel by 
one of the greatest portraitists of the Flemish Renaissance, Jan 
Gossaert called Mabuse. Measuring forty by forty-seven inches, it 

is a vivid and animated portrait of Johann Ingenray, abbot from 

1529 to 1563 of the monastery of Camp, the earliest Cistercian 

monastery in Germany. ‘The date 1535 on the base of the pier at 
the right places the panel in perhaps the last year of the artist's 

life. It is a significant picture which at one and the same time 
sums up the mediaeval contributions of the centuries preceding it 

and the architectonic breadth and humanistic thought of its own 
period. 

[he pose of this alert and intellectual abbot is still mediaeval, 
recalling the portraits of the Van Eycks and their followers, and 

the meticulous magnificence of the golden crozier is related back 
beyond even these to sumptuous Burgundian panels and metalwork 
in the period of the original abbey at Camp. On the other hand, 
the spacious calm of the Italian architecture of the oratory in which 
he prays, the majestically looped-back curtain, the cartouche on 
which he leans, and the poised breadth and grandeur of the whole 

portrait are of the Renaissance. Of the Renaissance, too, is the 

monumental simplicity of the color: black, white, yellows and gold 
in the crozier, in the leather book-cover, in the warm flesh tones, 
1 clear rose-red in the curtains, and a lucid green in the cloth. 

Linking the two periods is the skull, memento mori, with the 
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1535 IS DETROIT’S LATEST PURCHASE 

motto Mors vitia extirpat (Death wipes out sin). As E. P. Richard- 

son, director of the Detroit Institute points out, visions of macabre 

death haunted the century of the Reformation in which Ingenray 

lived as well as the preceding century. “The dominant thought 

of that period,” says Huizinga in The Waning of the Middle Ages, 
“hardly knew anything with regard to death but these two ex- 

tremes—lamentation about the briefness of all earthly glory, and 

jubilation over the salvaticn of the soul.’ The Mabuse panel sums 

up these extremes. 

Mabuse himself belongs to both the mediaeval and Renaissance 
worlds. His roots reach back to the Burgundian Gothic. The major 
part of his life, however, was spent in service to the cultivated 

Renaissance statesmen of the house of Burgundy. He went to 

Rome with his first patron, Philip of Burgundy (1465-1524) in 
1508 to make drawings of monuments of Antiquity for Philip. 
This trip, which brought Mabuse in contact with the work of 

Bramante, Raphael, and Michelangelo, has long been given as an 

explanation of the Italian elements in his work. But thoughts of 

the new Humanism and of Italian painting styles may well have 
been stimulated by the learned men and artists who gathered at 

Philip’s court in Middelburg—Erasmus and the wandering Vene- 
tian painter, Jacopo de’ Barbari, for instance—as Dr. Gustav Gliick 

has recently claimed. 
Until ten years ago the painting hung in the priest’s house. It 

was exhibited in 1936 at the Rijksmuseum in Amsterdam. 



ILITARY history of a peaceful nature 
M is being made this week in Washing- 
ton with the opening of an exhibition of 
unofficial GI art at the National Gallery of 
Art. Although there have been numerous 
showings of art conceived and commissioned 
under the watchful aegis of the Army, this 
is the first exhibition to be composed en- 
tirely of work done in leisure time by sol- 
diers stationed in Army camps throughout 
this country. Here we find the artist free 
from the inhibiting journalistic requirements 
made of the official soldier-artist by both big 
enterprise, such as Life magazine, and by 
the Army, and also free of the frustrations 
resulting from projects so frequently cut off 
in mid-stream. As a result, we find in this 
exhibition a delightful variety with no ab- 
sence of the whimsical, the factual, the ro- 

mantic, or the non-objective. In other words, 
this is an exhibition such as could be held 
at any time in any part of the United States 
as a survey of art in this country. 

The exhibition is the fruit of a series of 
elimination contests held first in each camp, 
where a local jury presided, then in each of 
the nine service commands, where a local 
jury member was joined in the East by 
James Thrall Soby of the Museum of Mod- 
ern Art, and Sgt. John Baur, curator on leave 
from the Brooklyn Museum. In the West it 
was augmented by Bartlett Hayes, director 
of Andover’s Addison Gallery of American 
Art, and Sgt. Paul Magriel, formerly of the 
Museum of Modern Art. 

The juries manifested liberalism at polar 
opposites, for there is hardly an artistic style 
in America that is not represented. Although 
the advanced trends are thankfully well in 
evidence, the broad horizon of possibilities 
is filled with what ranges from the slickest 
academic portrait to the absolute non- 
objective color harmony. With one excep- 
tion. The surrealists will find none to claim, 
save perhaps Pfc. Arthur Kraft and his high- 
lv polished and quixotic tempera, The Dust 
is Whirling in the Dust. This glowing little 
picture, however, is less surrealist than it is 
symbolist in the sense of Peter Blume. 

The contest, sponsored by the Special 
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_AND Gls PROVE 11 AT THE
 NATIONAL GALLE

RY - 

By Martha Davidson 

Winning entries of a nation-wide contest of soldier art sponsored 

by the Army Service Forces goes on view at Washington’s Na- 

tional Gallery on July 4. ART News brings a preview of the best 

of the work produced on off-duty time by a host of unknown. 

amateurs and by a minority of professional artists in khaki. 

Services Division of the Army _ Service 

Forces, grew out of the Army's laudable in 

terest in fostering its handicraft workshops 

as recreational and cultural centers for the 

amateur and professional artist in khaki. 

Although there is little faltering work in the 
exhibit—which comprises paintings in all 

mediums, drawings, prints, photographs, a 

few posters and designs for murals—there is 

evidently and justifiably both amateur and 
professional talent represented. There are 

only a few names, perhaps those of John 

Becker, Edward Chavez, Herman Maril, and 

Hananiah Harari, that will be familiar to 

most gallery visitors. The national prize 

winners will be reported in ART News, 

Aug. 1-31, 1945. 
In surveying the artists’ selection of sub 

ject matter, one is struck by the almost com- 

plete absence of battle pictures, although it 

is said that many of the artists are soldiers 

returned from the front. At the same time 

one is impressed by the number of pictures 
that tell of the agonizing fatigue of the com 
mon soldier while waiting at a bus depot 
or riding in a jammed train. Waiting, wait- 

ing, and marking time—this is how the sol 
dier-artist expresses that which he experi 

ences most constantly and dislikes most in 

tensely. Cpl. John Becker’s Waiting for the 

Bus, a forlorn scene of three weary soldiers, 

stands out as one of the most expressive 
paintings, both for subject and technique. 

This exhibition reiterates, in a different 

way, the impression made by showings of 
official war art. That is, that out of this war 

there has not yet come a great war art or a 
great war artist. Perhaps it is too soon, the 

soil too raw. We should remember that 

those memorable war pictures of two years 
ago painted by Spanish-born Julio de Diego, 
were recollections of the Riff Rebellion of 

the ’twenties which were called forth by the 

grim reminders of 1943. The present, when 
it becomes the near past, may find its master 
spokesmen just as the tragedies of the Na- 
poleonic wars found most complete articula- 
tion in the prints of Goya and in a monu- 

mental novel by Tolstoi. 
The artists of today, when painting 

- 

FANTASY is the approach which Cpl. Neil 
Schworm has distilled from his war experi- 
ence as revealed in gouache “Corpse in the 
Moonlight,” rare in National Gallery show. 

- 

REALISM, in a personal vein, is represented 
by Lt. Wm. P. White’s Chaplinesque “‘Self- 
Portrait.” Poster at top is by Sgt. Bundus. 7 



PHOTOGRAPHIC entries emphasize the importance of the camera 
in the field of modern vision. Precise and factual rendering of 
scenes is well illustrated by Sgt. William Smith’s ““Noon Hour.” 

World War II, have not viewed it as an 

ideological war. Rather have they regarded 
it mostly from the journalistic point of view. 

The most popular medium of expression, 

and indeed often the most poignant, has 

been the cartoon, particularly those sketches 

of Sgt. Mauldin in which pathos and irony 
are so inextricably blended. The unofficial 
artist, when painting or sketching in his 
spare time, is either escaping completely 

from his immediate environment into his 
artistic world of pre-barrack days, or, less 
frequently, is engaged in depicting the genre 
aspects of his present life. 

Outstanding examples of the latter, 
among the oils, are Robert Burns’ Luxury 
Liner, a warmly toned scene of Gls 

crammed in the tight space of a transport, 

and Verne Cole’s interior of a truck filled 
with languid forms of soldiers snatching an 
interim for rest. Among the drawings are 
Anne Poor’s free and atmospheric sketches 

of an alert crew and a waiting room at 
LaGuardia Field. Many scenes are more 

strictly factual yet pleasing in their clarity 

and measured design, for example Henry 
Mussina’s sketch of a convoy in bivouac 

and Robert Smullyam’s watercolor of a sta 

tion hospital which utilizes the repeated 

pattern of the windows and iron beds. There 
is also the illustrational picture as best ex- 
emplified in George Imhof’s watercolor and 

crayon of the seamy aspect of life off limits. 

In contrast to the genre pictures is an 
enchanting little oil designated as a self- 
portrait by William White, a wistful Chap- 
linesque figure reminiscent of Watteau’s 

Gilles, standing in a brightly colored abstract 
landscape of infinite space. Another mani- 

festation of personal invention is Neil 

Schworm’s curious gouache of a corpse 

suspended in the sky across the silvered 
whorl of the moon, far above a church 

standing alone in a barren landscape. 
Not to be overlooked among the paint- 

ings are Gordon Mellor’s study of a bugler, 

Spencer Peel’s depiction of a conscript rest- 
ing before a wrecked brick wall, Richard 
Daley’s Evensong, Harvey Weiss’ sparkling 
view of gashouse district, and Reginald Mas- 
sie’s Indian Orderly, this last a flawless paint- 
ing, though too derivative of Diego Rivera. 
Among the drawings which, together with 

the photo section, maintain a high level of 
quality, the most exquisite is Antonio Cor- 
tiza’s fluid line drawing of a reclining nude, 
the most dynamic Irvin Greenberg’s The 
Liberation, despite an evident debt to the 
great work of the German artist, Kithe 

Kollwitz. Irving Wolfson’s violent scene of 
a tornado and Richard Power’s Dos Passos’ 
r'hree Soldiers, crayon, also convey an emo- 
tional mood which is, on the whole, rare 

among the exhibits. 

There is only a handful of posters, almost 
all of excellent quality, particularly Herbert 
Wilen’s silk-screen camp advertisement for 
Bloomer Girl and the more serious war 
posters by Alfred Bottaro and Louis Dorfs- 
man. The designs for murals, also few in 
number, are without note. Richard Hood’s 
lithograph of a cock fight and Max Firetog’s 
decorative woodcut, Soldier Resting, stand 
out among the prints as does Michael Le- 
cakes’ Head of a Negro in a very inadequate 
sculpture representation. 

The high quality of the photographic en- 
tries reflects the status of the camera in the 
world of modern vision. One finds the ex 
pected photos of glamour girls, but these are 
far outweighed by more penetrating studies 
of men and women, such as the portraits of 
a helmeted GI and Wac, by Clyde Hawk 
and James Willis respectively. The allure of 
trick photography is manifested in Aaron 
Stern’s witty superimposition of an enlarged 
hand holding a hypodermic needle at the 
point of which is a protesting soldier, a pain- 
ful symbol of another GI gripe. The cam- 
eraman’s interest in rich tonal and textural 
variety is best seen in Ralph Morgan’s City 
of Shadows which is an enlarged butt of sawn 

SURREALIST tendencies appear rarely in the Army show, “‘The 
Dust is Whirling in the Dust’? by Pvt. Arthur Kraft, however, shows 
a soldier’s reaction to war presented in symbolist terms. 

log, the jagged edges of which assume the 
silhouette of Manhattan’s skyline. Quite dif- 
ferent are those clear and factual scenes, 
such as William Smith’s remarkable Noon 
Hour and D. Yeagley’s Rising Tide, which 
bespeak the lens’ capacity to report the mo- 
ment grasped by the cameraman as memora- 
bilia of scenes significant in a nation’s his- 
tory and signficant in the realm of aesthetics. 

The Army equips handicraft workshops 
overseas similar to those that have yielded 
this exhibit. Now that the American public 
has had an opportunity to see what the sol- 
dier-artist — painter, printmaker, sculptor, 

and photographer—has been creating during 
his spare time around the Army camps in 
this country, it would be interesting to see, 

in another exhibition, whether the same 

avenues have been followed by the unofficial 
GI artist abroad or whether working close to 
action has had any profound affect upon his 
immediate vision. 

POSTERS in Army show are all of excellent 
quality. Among the best is Sgt. Louis Dorfs- 
man’s tempera sketch called “Purple Heart.” 

- 
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The First Artists of 

Our Second City: 

1945 Selection 

By Harold E. Haydon 

T LEAST to her own citizens Chicago is an all-American leader, 
A second-to-none center, but not many of them—not even 

artists—have acclaimed the city of big shoulders as the artistic 

center of the continent. Chicago’s artists continue to find their 

market in New York, while some Chicago patrons prefer to buy 

their Chicago art with a New York label, if at all. The Associated 

A.1.C. PRINT Committee Prize of $150 in Chicago’s current annual went to 
Frank Vavruska, one of Chicago’s younger generation artists and current 
holder of a Guggenheim, for his color lithograph “Street from My Window.” 
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FIGURE PIECE, “Lake Huron Fishermen,” an oil by Robert von Neumann is 
typical of the tendency noted in this year’s Chicago show toward a 

. . « Traditional subjects are presented in modern vernacular.” conservatism 
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American Artists’ sales venture in Lake Michigan’s metropolis may 
change the pattern but it is yet an experiment. Chicago’s reticence 
in dealing with the aesthetic is reflected in the Art Institute’s cur- 
rent show, the 49th Annual Exhibition by Artists of Chicago and 
Vicinity. 

At the same time, the suggestion that Chicago’s art represents 
only American conservatism need not be taken literally. There is 
encouragement in the fundamentalist point of view, expressed in 
dismay by the rock-ribbed reporter of the world’s greatest news- 
paper, “Modern art is rampant. . . . Such a tragic show has not 
been our lot before.” 

Viewed as a whole, the exhibition reveals that ‘artists of Chicago 
and vicinity know that a war has been going on. Several of their 
number have gone out to the training and fighting and have re- 
turned first-hand reports. They are reports with little comment; 
for instance, Lt. Don Mundt’s beachhead watercolor Hull Defilade, 
or A. W. Kwitz’s informal and sensitive drawing with the literary 
title Our First Prisoners and Everyone Wanted to See and Guard 
Them. The chief prize winner, Aaron Bohrod’s Joan of Arc in 
Montebourg, awarded the Logan Medal and $500, is a little more 
detached, consistent with the artist’s correspondent réle. This paint- 
ing of quiet confusion under a lightening sky, accomplished with 
umbers and greens, is very much part of the Bohrod tradition. 

A small number of works represent reflection on major 

contemporary themes. Among them are a vaguely end-of- 

the-world jungle-primeval canvas titled Chaos by Jose- 
phine Schaefer, and the monumental Figure Dedicated to 
the Spirit of Stalingrad of Freeman Schoolcraft, one of 
the few pieces in the entire show that go beyond the 
sketch and study stage to reasonably complete realization 
of the artist’s intention. Another sculpture belonging in 
this class is Martyr by Joseph Martinek, winner of a 
minor prize; it is a strong statement of a fine idea but 
too tense to be convincing, marred by too obvious sug- 
gestion of wings and especially by the imitation in plaster 
of blackened wood—even to the worm holes. 

But events have little moved most of the artists who 
were not themselves moved out and into the conflict. 
On the contrary, the effect of war may have been to 
insulate them from the onslaught of new European work, 
giving time to digest earlier lessons. Except for three or 
four “old masters” of the 1920 Impressionist variety, the 
show is not academic. There is instead a new con- 
servatism, based on assimilation of many elements from 

early twentieth century painting, with evidence of grow- 
ing competence but little urge to strike out new paths. 
For the most part, traditional subjects are presented in 

modern vernacular, often with spirit, but without offering 
any difficulties. In this the American norm finds expression. 

It should not be concluded that first rate artists are 
absent. This all-juried show is highlighted by fine works 
from hands of recognized accomplishment. Moholy 
Nagy’s Space Modulator cuxtv is a continuation of the 
exploration of space-time, executed on a large scale, 
almost entirely monochrome in black and white, and 

relying entirely on the medium of paint and canvas 
Rainey Bennett, one of eight who are represented by 
three works and winner of the $100 Renaissance prize 
for his oil Mystieal Subject, is best seen in Personal 
Theme, a poetic watercolor of a tree sheltered Chicago 
residential street. The Albright brothers of Hollywood 
Dorian Gray repute, Ivan Le Lorraine and “Zsissly,” are 

exhibitors. The former, with characteristic variations on 
the meticulous, took the $100 Art Institute Print Com 
mittee prize for a lithographic study of feminine deca 
dence in the nude, while the latter’s sole contribution, 
a floral piece, is one of the best works shown in the 
watercolor medium. 

- ori Frank Vavruska, of Chicago’s younger generation, 
whose color lithograph Street From My Window received 



he Art Institute Print Com- 

mittee $150, is a recent Art 
‘stitute graduate who has re- 

eived a Guggenheim Fellow- 
ip following service in the 

rmy. His multiple-eyed Mel- 
icholy Soldier With Palpita- 

ons of the Heart is highly 
mvincing, executed in gouache 

1 a double page of the Daily 

lail in a somewhat literal 

\odern-primitive manner not 

ivored by his exhibiting col- 
cagues. 

David Bekker was not among 
the prize winners although rep- 

resented by powerful works in 

three mediums, oil, casein and 

drypoint. Max Kahn, master of 

the color lithograph, should be 
mentioned for a large standing 

figure in that medium, together 

with Frank Perri for a litho- 

graph, Eleanor Coen for fine 
handling of oil color in Wreck- 
ed House, and Wolfgang Behl 
for a small mahogany relief 
titled Jitterbug that has a fierce 
vitality reminiscent of Assyrian 

ve : , AWS i oo a Ma 
CONSERVATIVE trend in 
Schoolcraft’s “Figure Dedicated 
to the Spirit of Stalingrad.” 
The figure measures 7’ 6" high. 

CHIEF PRIZE WINNER, Aaron Bohrod, captured 
Montebourg.”’ It is “‘a little more detached, consistent with artist’s role as an art correspondent of the war.” 

sculpture despite its 1945 theme. 
One important sidelight on 

the show concerns the Art Insti- 

tute’s encouragement of local 

artists. Beginning with this ex- 
hibition, the Chicago annual en- 

larges its scope from the tradi 
tional painting and _ sculptural 
mediums to include drawings, 
prints and advertising art. In this 

first version of the new scheme, 

fifty-six oils and thirty-nine water 

colors comprise the main body 

of the 188 works shown. The 

watercolors, plus an equal num 

ber in casein, gouache and tem 

pera, stand up well with the oils, 

in part because the oils hang 

separately. Only fifteen 

made the show, ten of them 

prints 

lithographs. Any advance hope 

that advertising art might inject 

a new element was scotched by 

the four 

passed, ranging from fairly in 

examples the jury 

teresting in technique to ver 
ordinary on all counts. 

The inclusion of advertising 

art on a par with the customary 

branches of fine art is not just 

a gesture on the part of the Art 
Institute in view of the annual 

Art Directors’ show, just closed, 

and the current exhibition of 

outstanding designs made for the 
Container Corporation of Amer 

ica, which far outclasses the gen 

eral level of advertising art in 

content and quality. 

the Logan Medal and $500 for “Joan of Are in 

The tendency to write off the importance of advertising art on 

the basis of one show may be counterbalanced by the general dif- 

ficulty of estimating the relation of a juried show to the work sub- 
mitted. Certainly the Chicago annual as a whole is not a cross 
section of local production. Some very good artists are not repre- 

sented; also many of the examples from which 188 were taken 
are below the standard set by the chosen few. 

A newcomer among the sixteen prize winners is Martyl, awarded 

the $300 Armstrong prize for the oil painting Landscape, quite 
typical of her ability to express a mood without compromising 
strength of statement in the medium. The remainder of the $2,500 
prize monev was awarded through the Bartels prize of $300 to 

Private Kenneth Nack for West of the Near North Side in oil, the 

Brower prize of like amount to William S. Schwartz for his oil 

Nature Versus Man, No. 2, the $100 Carr prize to Ruth Groten- 

rath’s pastel Winter Landscape, the Eisendrath prize of $100 for 

the oil Landscape with Figures by Joseph Gerard, the Tuthill prize 
in the same amount to Abraham Palansky for Landscape in water- 

color, the Clusmann $100 prize to Pharmacist’s Mate Robert Long 
for Sunday Afternoon in oil, the $100 Clark Memorial prize to the 

decorative oil Fagade by Catherine O’Brien, the Town and Country 

Arts Club Purchase Prize of $1 to Harry Mintz’s Water Color, 

No. 475, the $75 Art Institute Print Committee prize to the silk 

screen In the Streetcar by Harry Anton Weiner, and the Municipal 

Art League $1 War Bond to John David Brcin’s portrait head 
of Will Duvigneaud in plaster. The Municipal Art League also 

awarded an honorable mention to Sylvia Shaw Judson for her bronze 
Portrait of John McCutcheon. 

lhe segregation or neglect that tends to be the lot of sculpture 

in Chicago as elsewhere is symbolized by the grouping of nineteen 

of the twenty works in a single small room, where they gaze at 

each other from the walls against which they are backed. With 

floor space available and a traditional association of sculpture with 

drawing and painting to guarantee respectability, one may question 

both the departmentalization and the difficulties placed in the way 
of viewing free standing sculpture in the round. 

As for general impressions, there is little feeling of finality or of 

crystallized manners. There may be nothing new or even controver 

sial but there is the flavor of work in progress. 
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The Model of a Major 

Modern Collection 

° 
66 HE whole worl’s in a state o’ chassis!” 

proclaimed the prescient Captain 

Boyle in Juno and the Paycock, as far back 
as twenty years ago. If you want to see in 

full measure how art has predicted and re- 

flected that chaos, it has never been better 

demonstrated than currently at the Museum 

MODERN 

Beckmann’s 
MONUMENT: 
triptych, 

Central 
“Departure,” 

panel, 
1937. 

of Modern Art which is holding the “first 
general exhibition” of its collection. 

Here, on two floors, are some 300 paint 
ings and 75 sculptures which, dating from 
the eve of this century to a 1945 sculpture 
which has not yet even been cast, represent 
in crystal clarity of arrangement the Distem- 
per of the Modern Age. Here are the ways of 
sight and expression from Cezannes which 

were the contemporaries of the Spanish- 
American and Boer Wars, through cubists 
who were painting while Lenin spoke for 
the first time in the Red Square, to the con- 
crete Zeitgeist of the Hitlerdammerung em- 
bodied in the yearning escapism of fantasists 
and the sweaty, self-conscious functionalism 
of social commentators. Even that leaves 
out a good deal of what there is to be see, 
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By Alfred M. Frankfurter 

just as this amazingly good exhibition must 
restrict itself, for purely physical reasons, to 

showing only about a third of the art which 

has passed into the Museum of Modern Art’s 

ownership through purchase, gift, or ex- 
change during its sixteen years of being. 

At its inception in 1929, the Museum laid 
down as a cardinal intention “first of all... . 

to establish a collection of the immediate 

ancestors of the modern movement . . . and 

the most important living masters.” Since 
then, according to the latest supplement to 

its check-list, the Museum has acquired 827 
items of painting and sculpture alone, be- 

sides unnumbered drawings, prints, photo- 

graphs, and objects of decorative and indus- 
trial art. Yet as the collection grew in spite 
of depression and war, the Museum never 

found it possible in all this time to exhibit 

more than a fraction so small that it could 

not be called even a fair sample. The causes 

were limitations of space despite a series of 

moves which always sought to gain that 

facility, and, more directly, a definite pro 

gram of loan exhibitions each devoted to a 
specific theme. 

Thus the Museum has been many times a 

bridesmaid but never a bride—until now. It 

need not, however, have blushed so long for 

its own private virtues. The present exhibi 

tion is, from the point of both individual 

quality and lucidity of theme, a better ex- 
perience of the art of the twentieth century 
than several other equally inclusive shows 
garnered by the Museum from widespread 
borrowers, under such smacking titles as 
“Art in our Time” and “Art in Progress.” 

This, in other words, is the first time it is 

functioning literally as a museum, and not 

merely in the attendant réle of exhibition 
gallery. Here is not the place to argue out 
once more the continuingly moot question 
whether an institution for modern art should, 

in effect, be a museum or an exhibitor, for 

by its very name and initial manifesto the 

Museum of Modern Art has chosen its 

course. Having done so, however, it took on a 

responsibility literally to make public the art 

to which it has given the seal of ownership, 

and to clarify its evolution and values—just 
as its sister institutions must do with the 

admittedly far less complex art of earlier 
periods, 

For that we should not have had to wait 

so long and, now that the evidence is at 
hand, it is to be hoped that we shall never 

have to wait again. To this collection of its 

own in this kind of arrangement the Mu- 
seum Owes a primary obligation of perma- 

nent, even if revolving, exhibition. If a sacri- 

NEW ROMANTIC ACQUISITION: Berman’s 
“Sleeping Figures, Statue, Campanile,” 1932, 

hee of space has to be made, it ought to be 
in favor not of the hitherto dominant loan 
exhibitions but of the lasting values of this 
teaching collection of modern art. 

It would be pointless here to report a 
gajlery tour on the basis of division by 

chronology, nationality, school, or medium, 
which the exhibition has so deliberately 
avoided. Passing notations are more in order, 
Perhaps the single glaring irrelevancy is to 
be found at the very start, where as a prel- 
ude to the real beginnings in Cézanne, 
Degas, and other great late nineteenth cen- 
tury painting, two galleries, intended as a 
kind of preface, have been hung with Amer- 
ican folk art and modern “primitives” 
(Rousseau, John Kane, Bombois, ete.). 
“The Art of the Common Man,” the sign 

reads. This, | suppose, is the sort of thing-we 

have to put up with until, as Max Beerbohm 

(Continued on page 34) said, thank God 

yY we . ae weoes ro ne 

NEW ABSTRACT ACQUISITION: Stuart 
Davis’ “Egg Beater No. 5,” painted 1930. 
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EDWARD HOPPER: “GAS,” 1940 
epresentative of one of the phases of American painting included in the 
useum of Modern Art’s new exhibition of its collection of painting and 
ulpture is Edward Hopper’s “Gas.”” Hopper obtains his dramatic and 
notional effects by selection and emphasis, rather than transformation, 
/ the blunt facts of his scene. Thus he represents a trend of realism in 
merican painting which often, by the keenness of its perception and 
recise accents, comes close to the fringe of a romantic point of view. 
cquired in 1943, it is currently displayed in this first general exhibition 

of the important part of the Museum’s collection. Among other contem- 
porary American artists acquired for it during the last five years are Peter 
Blume, Alexander Calder, Stuart Davis, Arthur Dove, Philip Evergood, 
Lyonel Feininger, Marsden Hartley, Yasuo Kuniyoshi, Jacob Lawrence, 
Jack Levine, John Marin, Loren Maclver, Georgia O'Keeffe, Ben Shahn, 
Joseph Stella, Max Weber, and William Zorach—treflecting the varied 
currents of contemporary American painting and sculpture; abstract, non- 
objective, realism, romanticism, fantasy, surrealism and expressionism. 



@ MURALS FOR 
By Jean Charlot 

With the post-war prospect of a 

new deluge of mural commissions, 

both public and private, the author 

Jean Charlot, himself a muralist 

(see cover), delves into the require- 

ments for mural painting in terms 

of the future. He himself has 

chosen for illustrations what he 

considers the good murals of today. 

BEN SHAHN, in Charlot’s opinion one of Amer- 
ica’s best contemporary muralists, has many 
walls to his credit. For the Resettlement Adminis- 
tration in 1936-38 he did a fresco for Jersey 
Homesteads, N. J., telescoping in paint the urban 
lives of the garment workers who were being 
transplanted. Winning the Section of Fine Arts 
competition in 1938-39, he decorated the Bronx, 
N. Y. postoffice, of which “The Spinner” here res 
produced is a section, A Social Security fresce 
is illustrated on the facing page. Shahn’s sense 9) 
scale, formal compositions related to architec- 
ture, monumental color, and willingness to tell’ 
a story win him Charlot’s keen admiration. 
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(OMORROW 
O RAISE a flag in battle is heroic. 
Raising the Flag on Iwo Jima is a su- 

perb news photograph, a possible poster, an 
impossible mural and, begging pardon of 
Congress, an atrocious sculpture. In any 
branch of art, subject matter alone, however 
moving in real life, is a very weak lever with 
which to raise the work to grandeur. Each of 
the media has laws of its own, material and 

psychological, by which solutions are rati- 
fied or proven invalid. 

The Mexican Coatlicue still stands, sur- 

viving the wreck of its temple, the death of 
ts cult, the sinking of its culture. Time has 

FRESCO TECHNIQUE requires systematic 
successive manipulations—tracing, squaring, 
pouncing, mason and painter elbowing each 

skinned the monolith of gesso and paint, 
weather has eroded it like the flank of a 
mountain, but the derelict, inasmuch as it 
follows the logic of the matrix boulder and 

‘e proportions of an architecture now re- 
med to dust, retains the same power to 

1ove us that it had in its polychrome prime. 
Let us hope that the war memorials that 

will soon mushroom across the land may 
such sturdy vitality. A future 

United States may be incapable of feeling 
in retrospect the dynamics of today, the col- 

lective resolve that drives us towards one 
zoal. A generation will be born for whom 
\is wat would be mainly a few pages of sta- 
tical logistics in a text book—if it were 
st for art. Only art may attempt the feat 
iat the Indian sculptor once performed: to 

prove of 

harden topical emotion into permanence. 

Man, the little engineer, plays with blocks, 

sorts and piles them with the fierce concen- 
tration and vital intent of a child, and of 
course he also colors them. They are blocks 
to live in, to crawl into, as the hermit crab 

protects its soft body behind the armor of a 
borrowed shell. Each. species of creature has 
its housing taste, its geometric affinity. The 
snail ‘takes its ease in a spiral, the bee favors 
hexagonal shafts, man is partial to cubes. 
Though his body be far more complex in 
shape than are Euclid’s solids, man feels it 

a good thing to be born, to live, and to die 

within a neatly packaged cube of space, its 

verticals and horizontals standing for the in- 
tellectual logical orderings that are his own. 

It is the fate of mural painting to be a 

corollary to buildings, these rigid geometric 

other on the same platform. Ben Shahn, a 
section of whose most recent Social Security 
mural is shown here, is a craftsman who 

complexes. Murals are the skin-thin, vari- 

colored garment made to reveal architec- 

tonic dessous, as clothes bulge at the chest 

and pleat at the hip. A mural should answer 

the spatial cubes of rooms with a corre 

sponding quartering of illusive painted 
space. If it is to be a mural, not just a paint- 
ing on a wall, it needs to accept this sub- 

servient position to architecture, suck its 

strength from the main body as a remora 

from the shark. No passionate improvisa- 

tion, no luscious brushstroke, can take the 

place of plain mural fitness, or explain the 

impact even today of Uccello’s style. 
A mural that “plays ball” with an archi- 

tecture accepts in its makeup ingredients 

that could be called abstract—Vitruvius’ 

canon of proportions finds in it an equiva- 

lent; its horizontals match floor levels, its 
verticals share the burden with columns, its 

diagonals ascend or descend with the stairs. 
The mural echoes the mesh of mathematical 

relationships that underlie even a mediocre 

architecture. 

But the painting on the wall needs also 
to be the funnel through which much be- 

sides art is relayed to the onlooker. For its 
intended public, any man liable to enter a 
church, a ministry, a postoffice, art can be 
only the side dish—to be savoured imper- 

ceptibly as it were, while a major theme, 
patriotic, social or religious, is digested. The 
muralist must cater to this very real need of 

laymen for a familiar aperture to bring into 

focus the revelation of esthetics. Styles that 

de not allow of story telling lack certain 
mural requirements. The muralist must in- 
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understands these processes as well as the 
aesthetic requirements of architectural deco- 
ration. Lines here show squaring. 

deed be humbly prepared to deal with 

“Washington Crossing the Delaware,” “Lin- 

coln Freeing the Slaves.” The backbone of 

mathematics should remain embedded in 

the flesh of an obvious subject matter, com- 

putations relay emotions. Artists too proud 

to do this need not adopt a genre so pub- 

licly displayed. 

Critics would be wise to keep this popular 

element in mind. Venturi, in the follow-up 

to his History of Criticism, damns Mexican 
painters for academicians because of their 

obvious interest in social themes. Modern 

art, says he, probes problems of form by 

painting apples, has done so for the last 
eighty years and should continue to do so. 
Cezanne knew better. Distinguishing genres, 
he painted fruit pieces, but remained haunt- 
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POST OFFICE MURAL: Commissioned by the Section of Painting and Sculpture, U. S. 
Treasury Department in 1937 is the mural in the post office of Ames, lowa, which was done 
by Lowell Houser. Oil on canvas, it is entitled ““Development of Corn’’; detail at right. 

ed through life by mural themes, an epic 

vocabulary of nude bodies. 
All through history form and content co- 

habitate in peace. Duccio and Giotto, 

Raphael and Michelangelo, Tiepolo and 

Goya, Delacroix and Daumier, all tell 
stories. The contemporary muralist need not 
excuse himself for being a story teller. 

Murals are the personal apport of the 

Americas to modern art. Marcel Lenoir, 

Gino Severini and others contributed 

frescoes to Europe in the early 1920s, but 
scarcely on the scale and at the pitch that 
marks their surge in Mexico, where murals 

smoked the artist out of his ivory tower and 

educated him to team work. In fresco paint- 

ing, pginter and mason elbow each other on 

the samf€ scaffold. As thé mason mixes mor- 

tar, trowels it in daily areas, the painter is 
reminded of the fact that. his art is also 
manual work, that he should be at least as 

efficient as the mason. The successive ma- 

nipulations inherent to the fresco technique 

-tracing, squaring, pouncing, dividing in 
daily jobs—check would-be flights of genius 
into good craft, which is safer. 

Fresco is an ideal communal means. The 

word conjures guilds and mediaeval work- 
shops, sand and lime, pestles and mortars, 

scaffolds rather than easels, overalls instead 

of smocks. Its executant learns not only a 

technique, but moreover an aesthetic. The 

shift of values and colors that takes place 

as the mortar dries into permanency, pre- 
cludes a visual checkup of the work in 

course. This forces one to replace the sensu- 

ous means, overworked by Impressionism, by 
the classic discipline of mental planning. 

Felibien, praising Poussin circa 1670, wrote 

that his pictures were not pleasing to the 
eye. But that is an animal tool on which 
the thoughtful artist need not rely, an organ 
unfit to pass judgment upon masterpieces. 

To insure in practice the worth of the fin- 

ished mural, a system of traps and sundry 
obstacles has been devised in this country by 

well-meaning people, to slow, brake, dam 

the course of the artist’s inspiration, in an 

attempt to cure him of a suspected case of 

bohemianism. The poor man is bid to flex 

his muscles, jump through hoops so often 

= _ be nen 

before the start of the work, that he reaches 
the wall with little breath left, and less will. 

Suggestions, objections, and pressures sub- 
mit him to an ordeal by despair. Competi- 
tions inflict what Villier de IIsle-Adam 

called the ordeal by hope. The artist does 
sketches, perforce faked, to make sense to 

outsiders. In order to reach the wall, he 

dares the gauntlet of color schemes, reduced 
models, full scale details wrung out of con- 
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MURALS FOR A BAR: Alice Tenney uses true fresco on portable celotex panels to suit hotel 
needs in the “Jolly Miller” bar, Nicollet Hotel, Minneapolis. The historical “Explosion” 
scene is designed around 1878 millstone; detail of “Miller’s Mid-Day Dream” at left. 



STUDY, in oil, commissioned by Museum 
of Modern Art, 1932, for three-part mural 
by Franklin Watkins; ceniral panel of “‘Spir- 
it of Man, Nourishing the Tree of Life.” 

text. Finally he starts painting—while the 

man with a bucket of. whitewash waits be- 

hind him, poised to spring forth into action. 

Why not give the muralist the same con- 
hdence shown a plumber? Why use such 

irchaic devices as that of the executioner 

vith axe raised? That insures the correct 

diagnosis of doctors called to the sickbed 
some barbaric chieftain. 

That I plead for less fetters from the out- 

side does not mean that I believe art is at its 

best when most free. It is the artist who 

should stake his own limits. 

Long identified with sanctimonious tab 

MURAL CONTROVERSY: Stefan Hirsch 
volunteered decoration of the auditorium of 
the Lenox Hill Neighborhood Association 

leaus of ladies draped in cheesecloth, pluck- 

ing, bestowing, blowing such operatic para- 

phernalia as lyres, crowns of laurel and gold 

trumpets, mural painting in the United 
States suffered in the last decade a life giv- 

ing jolt. Patterned in part after the example 
of government sponsored murals in Mexico 

and partly to round up this deal of a brave 

new world, murals have rejoined with seven 

league leaps the trends in easel painting. 

Its new patrons, government agencies or 

labor organizations, will have none of the 

clammy stuffiness that catered to conserva- 
tives. One does not question the soundness 

of the change, but perhaps that of its ex- 

tent. The liberation of mural painting is 

a revolution on the aesthetic plane, apt to 

be messy as revolutions will be. The Vic- 

torian standards have been lynched with 

gusto. Surface finish, static dignity, nobility 
of theme, Classicism (even though it be 
only Neo-Classicism) are stron’ fm lamp 

posts. The new standards, much alive and 

with the kick of a giraffe, are the same that 

reign over average modern art: individuality 
at the chore, distortion as the means, much 

pain taken to make the thing appear effort 
less. Slices of life, local incidentals, are fa 

vored over outmoded allegories. 

Is such a style adequate for the murals 

that will vie with sculptures to commemo 

rate this war? We may trust that a global 
war, fought in standard uniforms with stand- 

ard weapons the world over, for aims that 

transcend the boundaries of a state, a nation, 

even a continent, will breed its own ample 

style, perhaps closer to the older point of 

view, now so thoroughly despised. 

A return to a kind of Classicism, even to 

the depiction of ladies draped in cheese 

cloth, need not preve a tragedy. Many alle 

gorical tableaus painted in this century are 

aesthetically worthless, but theirs is never 

theless a proud lineage. The beauteous 

muses, drapes, wreaths, lyres, that make us 

smile today were once hallowed by the 

* 
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building, finishing in 1937. The Association 
plans to redecorate this summer, white- 
washing out murals which it considers “in- 

genius of Raphael and Poussin. The modern 

formula of avoiding formulas is rich in pas- 

sion but short of breath. And a brave retarn 

to tested recipes may breed works that 
match Raphael's Acts of the Apostles and 

Lebrun’s Battles in long sustained inspira- 

tion and inventive dignity. 
The best guarantee that war memorials 

be worthy of their dedication, does not lie 

in the small irritants of routine supervision, 

but in allowing free play to the heart, brain, 
and conscience of the artist. The intricacies 

of the craft, the exigencies of the genre, 
the seriousness of the purpose, are censors 

he scarce could escape. 
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appropriate,” thus unloosing partisan discus- 
sion. Other walls show community activities, 
this one “Birth, Life, Death”; detail above. 
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ART NEWS’ 

WHO’S WHO 
° 

e, STEINBERG, Saul, architect, painter, drafts- Re 

( 1] } . | e man, illustrator. Born 1914 in Roumania. W 

Father, Morris Steinberg; mother, Rose Art ] 
Jacobson. Studied University of Bucharest. " 
University of Milan, degree in architecture aldit 

. 1940. Emigrated to United States 1942. Ame 
Married Hedda Sterne, painter, 1943. En- the R 

e 1 l } S O a | } C listed USNR 1943. One man show at Wake- ~ 

field Gallery April 1943; at Young Books, porta 
Inc., June 1945. Contributor to New Yorker, | Th 
PM, Harper’s Bazaar, Town & Country, fl] p 
Bertoldo, Mademoiselle, Sombra, etc. ae % group 
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O THOSE who like their artists neatly his voyages and on active duty the Navy uniform literalness so that it becomes impossible and § Gree 
categorized into upper-case styles, and who gradually bore two stripes. absurd—viz., the business chart crashing through ff Hallo 

relish the detective work of finding “influences,” “If you’ve never had any art training, you the floor. The shock aspect of the unexpected § is. F 
Saul Steinberg is an enigma. The free associations have to invent how to make things by yourself,” is always based on an incongruity which some. § piani: 

conjured from a lively imagina- how has éssential plausibility— § pjttst 
tion lead to a symbolic language COW: SE NIP TR a3 such as the “one-way” sign Mf appar 

which surrealist-devotees might (UG: : : among the arrows shot at the Bmp: 
greedily claim their own—wrong- ZZ British explorers. f he 
ly. The incisive, energetic line, ia Strangely, Steinberg likes do Band | 

as unequivocal as taille directe ing such “gag” drawings least Bfor F 
sculpture, might suggest a direct well. He says they bring forth § jortr: 
heritage from Picasso—but, if so, “nervous laughter” — “uncon- OF 

only secondarily. For Steinberg, trolled” — and that he prefers Band | 

whose All in Line (Duell, Sloan, the slower humor which evokes engag 

& Pearce) has just appeared with only a smile. He’s done a fine §.ky]] 
drawings from it on view at new series on hens, for instance, Banced 
Young Books, Inc., is uniquely just because he finds the shape Books 
individual ard owes his style and the ratio of 1 to 20 between 7), 
primarily to architectural training. head and body very comic. sreer 

Steinberg is a soft-spoken He has done many drawings Bfacets 
young man, essentially solemn which are not funny. His fervent Bjacid 
and compassionate as are all hu hatred of fascism in all its forms 71Ver 
morists, who looks incredibly MEE has been a constant theme, ap-[ionif 

like the characters he has — PICTORIAL, non-humorous, little-known aspect of Steinberg’s work is pearing in — of the work ing’ Th, 
ated. He was born in Roumania this recent print. Self-portrait above shows likeness to his own creations. his first New York one mani ¢h, 
of a father who manufactured 
boxes and a mother whose beautifully deco- 
rated cakes he still remembers. Study at the 
University of Bucharest was followed by an 
architecture degree at the University of Milan 
in 1940. The drawing career, which started 
with horses when he was seven, was an obbli- 
gato to odd jobs of decoration and remodelling. 
Two Italian weeklies featured his work—the 
meanderings of his imagination spinning over 
seven-eighths of the back page. Far freer in fanci- 
ful association than most of his work today, these 
drawings are close to the end-papers of his book. 
Enroute to the U. S., Steinberg lived in Santo 

Steinberg explains. He uses a clean, direct line 
with maximum economy for his contours and 
animated, repetitive patterning for decorative de 
tail. “Line must be sort of literary,” he says. 
“You can read it. Each point should mean some- 
thing. In architecture you learn to make a precise 
line. Imagine if you make it even a little wrong, 
and it gets translated that way into concrete. 
You've got to watch your hand.” His architec 
tural traming is more readily apparent in the 
magic way he summons the atmosphere of a 
room or a street or a vista of a foreign city 

show in 1943 at Wakefield Gal 
lery. Most recent is the trenchant ABC of war for 
an Italian friend’s baby. 

Steinberg’s post-war plans are as fertile as his 
imagination. He hopes to paint. “I think of 
myself as a painter,” he says, “I always keep that 
in the back.” He wants to paint something big— 
in oil. He’s interested in bar and restaurant 
decoration, adding “I'd like that.” Even now, @ 
the few hours left from his pictorial training job 
for the Navy, he has been busy in a print-shop, 
working the hand-press, experimenting with inks, 
searching for paper with rough, variegated tex 
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through the exact suggestion of its building and ture and bright color, hoping eventually to dis: 
decoration, and in the justice of his choice of Domingo whence his work emanated to the local tribute prints at 25¢ a piece in the old broadside 

paper, Harper's Ba- 
zaar, the New York- 

er, and a short-lived 

but sumptuous su 

per-Vanity Fair, 

called Sombra, 

which was pub- 
lished in Rio. 

He arrived here 

in 1942. By 1943 
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illuminating detail. 
Steinberg isknown 

for his humorous 

drawings which, 
without benefit of 

caption, are irresist 

ibly funny. He be 
lieves the basis of 

humor lies in con 

trasts—thus his pre 

tradition. He’s been 
illustrating La Fon 
taine’s Fables im 
line heightened 
with transparent 
washes of aniline 
dyes. It is not su 
prising to discover, 
after noting the 
genius with which 

he had married 4 1! | aL § dilection for the he has captured th 
Hedda Sterne, paint {| A f& large and small of flavor of the Grand 
er (see p. 26), and (Ty) K = ee the same object — Hotels of the world 
donned the uniform ~ n a from people to dogs that he would like 
of an apprentice sea ee or boxes. Thus, too, to illustrate Daudet 
man. His Navy duty ~ a" = the more profound and Flaubert. 
took him to China, o> ae } | 7 contrast which lies Undoubtedly these 
India, North Africa, it IRANO et at the core of most plans will reac 
Italy, and Washing- <a of his humorous fruition, for Stein 
ton, D. C. During Sk D Hitt ru ad work — presenting & berg is the rare com 
this period the New 
Yorker published 

visual accounts , of 
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ANTI-FASCIST, anti-war expression 
in one page from an ABC series. 

a scene which has 

been carried to its 

ultimate reality and 
STEINBERG HUMOR in example 
from Young Books, Inc., exhibit. 

bination of craft 

man and imaginativeRséCk 
artist. A. B, L.pecess 



Pa significant paintings are en route half- 
way across the United States to the Wichita 

Art Museum, marking the fifth year of annual 
alditions to a unique and growing collection of 
American art. This brings to a total of fifty-nine 
the Roland P. Murdock Collection, the most im- 

portant of its kind west of the Mississippi. 
This year’s accessions, in distinction to the 

groups purchased in each of the last five years, 

ire all of older generation artists, filling in the 
background to the contemporary roster. Out 
standing is the new Eakins, Mrs. Mary Hallock- 
Greenewalt. Inscribed on the back, “Mariae. 
Hallock Effigiem. Thomas Eakins Philadelphien 
sis. Pinxit. an. MCMutI,”’ it is a portrait of the 
pianist who was soloist with the Philadelphia and 
Pittsburgh Symphony orchestras in tours. Eakins 
ipparently found this expressionist musician a 
sympathetic subject, for he also made a bas-relief 
ff her. Her brooding, emotional temperament 
ind the relaxed grace of her hands were ideal 
for Eakins’ style of achieving an interpretative 
portrait through objective comment. 

Of rival interest is the new Harnett, Mortality 
ind Immortality. His trompe l'oeil technique is 
engaged in a memento mori subject; the creator’s 

skull is a macabre symbol of the transitory bal 
uwced above the man’s immortal creations— 
ooks, music, a violin. 

The portrait of the impudent and alert Eva 
Green and a Whistleresque landscape bring two 
facets of Robert Henri’s style to Wichita. A 
placid Impressionist landscape, Woman Sewing— 
siverny, by Theodore Robinson points up a 
significant current of painting. 

These five accessions on the fifth anniversary 
‘ff the Collection show a pattern of growth of 

; unique American small museum. The impetus 
ume from Louise C. Murdock herself, who died 

[his Kansas Collection Keeps On 
in Wichita in 1915 and left the trust 
in memory of her newspaper-owner 

and-publisher husband. Mrs. Mur 

dock was a woman of great poise and 
dignity. In spite of physical handicaps 
sue was a successful interior decorator, 

a pioneer in that profession in her 

section of the country. She never 

owned any paintings herself but she 
had an intense interest in art, espe 

cially by Americans. She used to talk 
about it to a little girl, named Eliza- 

beth Stubblefteld. She spoke with 

enthusiasm about the rebels of art in 

her time, “The Eight,” hurdling the 

geographic barriers which removed 
her from their urban environment. 

When she left funds whose income 

should be used, after a certain period 

of time, for a collection of art in 

Wichita it was logical that she should 
stipulate only that a suitable place to 
house such a collection be provided 

by the City. 
By 1940, primarily through the 

energy of Walter C. Vincent, the 

Board of Park Commissioners had 

turned into reality the plans of Clar 
ence Stein for the Wichita Art Mu 

seum. The Museum functions under 

this Board as part of its recreational activities. 

Twenty-five years after her death, Mrs. Mur 
dock’s spirit still manifested itself in the building 

of the Collection, for the sole responsibility for 

selecting the objects was given to the girl who 
had first learned about art from her. Although 

a volunteer Advisory Committee assists in arrang 
ing programs, social affairs, and such activities, it 
is Elizabeth Stubblefield Navas who alone has 

chosen the Murdock Collection. 

Starting with Mrs. Murdock’s fa 

vorites, ““The Eight,” the next pur 

chases sought to show their back 

Eakins, Tchwatchman, and 

the like were brought to Wichita 

In the intervening years one of the 
most varied and representative groups 

of American painting was selected 

ground 

Approximately $75,000 has been 
spent to acquire, among others, work 

I Hopper, by Henry Varnum Poor, 

Alexander James, Watkins, Mattson, 

Hartley, Menkes, Spencer, Karfiol, 
Bouché, Blatas, Cowles, Haughton 
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Cranford-Smith, Sheeler, Pippin, Web 
er, Stuart Davis, Grosz, Feininger, 
Sparkhawk-Jones, Sepeshy, Burchfield, 

Dehn, and even a satiric drawing by 

Richard Taylor. 

The sculpture group is small, but 
good; two De Creefts, one the well 

known black granite Maya, a bronze 

head by Lachaise, a Flannagan stone 

sculpture of a woman’s head, Zorach’s 

Quest, and a bronze by Harry Wickey. 

Two hundred miles from Kansas 

City and, with the exception of col 

lections in the nearby universities, the 

only museum in Kansas, the Wichita 

Art Museum is a sort of cultural oasis 
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tivBACKGROUND for contemporary art seen in new 
ccession, Eakins’ “Mrs. Mary Hallock-Greenewalt.” 

in the prairie. The Murdock Collec 

tion dominates, but it contains as 

well a collection of prints given by the 
Estate of L. S. and Ida Naftzger. 

CONTEMPORARY art in Wichita’s Murdock Collec- 
tion includes Niles Spencer's “Signal at Highland.” 
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Traveling exhibitions—of varying quality—are 
shown, and on Sunday afternoons the Museum 
has recently been used for local concerts. 

,000, swelled by 
the war-time activity of the factory which turns 
out B-29s. This influx of outsiders has un 

doubtedly influenced the present large museum 
attendance figures—i,ooo a month, with the 

visitor's book on one day alone showing ad 
dresses in thirty-eight different states as well as 
Mexico, Cuba, and Canada. In a sense the out 

side interest may also have stimulated com 
munity pride and increased local attendance 

Certainly the school system welcomes the op 
portunity to use actual objects instead of repro 

ductions because it has incorporated visits to 
the Museum in its educational program. Local 

artists are on the whole pleased to see what is 
happening elsewhere and to be able to study 

Wichita’s population is 200 

Mrs. Navas has deliberately avoided experi 

mental, surrealist, and other so-called “avant 

garde” paintings in making her selections. Het 

intention is primarily to find for Wichita those 
objects which Wichita will like—if not at first, 

then later after familiarity has brought under 

standing. On the whole, the museum visitors 

prefer those paintings which are, in their own 

naturalistic.” But 

geographic prejudice—a landscape of Maine ot 

a Mattson seascape are popular with the Kansas 

population which lives far from the ocean. Al 

though Max Weber’s Refugees led one woman 

to ask “What has that to do with our part of 

the country?”” the same woman later wrote to 

Mrs. Navas that she had grown to understand 

words, “more there is no 

and like this painting 

The Collection now hangs in four rooms, the 

masters of the past grouped together, and sculp 

ture integrated with painting in the contempo 

rary rooms. As the collection will be added to 

annually, it is rapidly outgrowing the existing 
facilities. This half decade has been an auspicious 
one: artists and other museums east and west of 

Wichita will watch its future. 



THE PAoING OHOWS 
(Continued from page 7) 

sourceful American amateurs in the 

so-called primitive field. An up-state 

New York farmer who takes his 

themes from rural scenes and mem- 

ories, he seizes on his subjects with 
effective directness and remarkable 

ingenuity. His painting is uneven in 
quality but at his best—as in Har- 
vest, Root-Cellar Sweepings — he 
wins the eye and fascinates the 
mind. (Prices $20 to $150.) 

¢ PL. MILTON J. WYNNE, who 
has served +for twenty-eight months 

in Africa,;Sicily, Corsica, and Italy, 
has sent back an uncompromising 
indictment in the form of a series 
of drawings called ““Why I Hate the 
Nazis.” These are currently on view 
at the A.C.A., Gallery in conjunction 
with a book in which they are re 

produced as accompaniment to a 
bitter prose-poem of fascist-hatred. 
The drawings of military and civil 
ian degradations, brutality, and two 
facedness are done with such fervor 
and sincerity that the occasional 

weaknesses of style are easily over- 
looked. As emotional reporting, as 
a powerful antidote to “soft-peacers” 
these drawings are of value. (Prices 
$35 to $50.) 

‘Te WOMEN who Peggy Gug- 
genheim has _ picked for her 
string have defmitely something on 
the ball. The most surprising trait 
here jis an almost masculine vigor of 
ideas—in connection with Kay Sage 
and Hedda Sterne, with Sonia 

Sekula and Helen Phillips in par 

ticular. To be sure Ronnie Elliot and 
Muriel Levy sound twilight romantic 
overtones, but the work as a whole 

balances satisfactorily in the Art of 

This Century Galleries promoting 
new conceptions of the weaker sex. 

Other all-female organizations should 

have a look-in at a show which is 

so refreshingly unladylike. (Prices 
not quoted.) 

Awena SECKAR exhibits cur 
rently at the Webster Branch of 
the New York Public Library some 

three dozen of her drawings and 
gouaches. The best are the pencil 
drawings — deft and delicate vi- 
gnettes of European capitals and 
American cities. They are some- 
what old-fashioned in style, their 
character reminiscent of the line 
drawings that used to appear as il 
lustrations in nineteenth century 
travel books. Yet in their way they 
are attractively sensitive. The 
gouaches, pictures of flowers and in 

formal landscapes, seem generally 
less articulate, as if the artist were 
studying rather than expressing the 
medium. (Prices £25 to $35 

Aven ANS: 1810-1890,” the 
recent show at American-British was 
one of the most discriminating and 

delightful shows of the season. Qual 
ity was the basis of selection—so 
that little known names took their 
place along with the more famous 

ones, and the special charm of the 
exhibit lay in the fact that the very 
pretentiousness and over-emphasis 
which has been the inevitable fault 
of many large nineteenth century 
American shows was lacking here. 
Two superb early works of Wins 
low Homer—of the early ‘7os— 
showed his crisp solidity at this pe 

riod. A precise and engaging Audu 
bon Squirrel, an amusing genre piece 

by William H. Beard, an unusual 

HEDDA STERNE: “The Neighbors” was one of the best paintings in 
Art of This Century’s well selected recent exhibition, ““‘The Women.” 
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Bierstadt painted in Capri in 1857, 
an early Emil Carlsen, and several 
landscape vistas by unknown artists 
were highlights in a show of out- 
standing taste. (Prices not quoted.) 

‘LHe MUSEUM OF NON-OB- 
JECTIVE PAINTING’S summer 
loan exhibition is one of the most 

felicitous shows yet presented by 
this Foundation. The pictures well 

indicate the variety of ideational 

aims and technical methods now 
coming into this branch of art. As 
usual, there are on view a good 

many planets and nebulae aflaunt 
in painted heavens but the force 

of the show is to be seen in diverse 

inquiries into spatial order as inde 

pendent of solar mathematics. Some 
notion of the diversity may be 
gained from mention of a few. 
Moholy-Nagy offers thematic essays 

AUDUBON: “Squirrel,” in re- 
cent American - British exhibit. 

in spatial thought. Ada Talbott of 
fers brushpoint geometry in clean 
cut patterns and delicately sensitive 
colors. Patterson and 

Oskar Fischinger give us sensuous 
(almost Post-Impressionist) expres 

sions of color in terms of form. 

Ambrose 

Noah Grossman offers combinations 

of multiple forms against semi-flat 
backgrounds. Hilla Rebay offers sun 
dry styles ranging from decorative 
fancies to imaginative actualities. 
And from the three pupils of the 
Vandergrift (Pennsylvania) High 

School there are delightfully spon 
taneous sketches as fresh and novel 
as elfin dreams. 

Dean CORNWELL exhibited 
two groups of his recent paintings 
last month at the Society of Illustra- 

tors. Of these the latest was his 

Armament series, a dozen canvases 

done for the Fisher Body Division 
of General Motors and illustrating 

the uses in the field to which their 
war production—tanks, airplanes, 
anti-craft cannon and other weapons 

—are effectively put. The pictures 
seemed so commonplace in style and 
ideation as to appear to be the work 
of a less able hand. An earlier series 

L. MOHOLY-NAGY: “Space 
Modulator,” Non-Objective. 

on view, six dramatic canvases illus 

trating popular highlights in the his 
tory of American medicine, offered a 

deeper and more substantial impres 

sion. ( Not for sale.) 

TT 

\ AR POSTERS, the latest exhibi 

tion at the Society of Illustrators 

will remain on view all summer, It 

brings together a mixture of fifty 
four examples by almost as many 

artists and is supposed to give a gen 

eral cross-section of the more recent 

posters for the Government. It is a 

disappointing group. One tnes to ex 

cuse these designers on the grounds 
that they were hurried or over 

worked or in some way hampered in 

their tasks. Yet the fact remains that 

most of these posters seem so lack 

ing in freshness of thought, meth 
od, and imagination that they might 
have been done a quarter-century 
ago. If these examples represent the 
whole, we have a curious situation 

in which a war that is noted for new 

techniques is supported by posters 
whose appeal is often time-wom 

and antiquated. (Not for sale. ) 

Pauuine GANTERT’S | water 
colors of flowers are on view at the 
Little Gallery in the Barbizon Hotel. 
The work is that of a painstaking 

artist who is not yet daring enough 
to impress her own individuality on 

her subjects or her medium. These 
are not ungraceful pictures, they are 
pleasant in color and decorative in 
design. (Prices $35 to $100.) 

H ESKETH presented at Ferargil's 
in June half a dozen of her latest 
sculptures. They were in the main 
emotional work. So fervent in feel 
ing were they that their expressive 
ness seemed often to dominate (4 
in Salome Triumphant and Exotic 
Daphne) both the artist’s mater! 
and the technical knowledge throu:h 
which she gains her results. Som¢ 
times she wreaks her skill upon t'¢ 
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AVTIST & Gallery 
and where te find 
\RT NEWS review 
{ each exhibition) 

OE HNER, Kraushaar 
See ART NEWS, 
une 1-30, p. 30) 

Dove, American Place 
See ART NEWS, 
May 15-31, p. 7) 

EPSTEIN, American 
British 
See ART NEWS, 
june 1-30, p. 6) 

KATCHADOURIAN, 
Durand - Ruel 
See ART NEWS, 

June 1-30, p. 30) 

LANING, Midtown 
See ART NEWS, 

june 1-30, p. 6) 

LOVET-LORSKI, 
Wildenstein 

See ART NEWS, 
june 1-30, p. 29) 

MARGULES, 
DE HIRSH, 
Feigi 
See ART NEWS, 
june 1-30, p. 37) 

0SSORIO, Brandt 
(See ART NEWS, 
June 1-30, p. 30) 

NEW YORK TIMES 
Howard Devree—H. D. 
Edward Alden Jewell—E. A. J. 

- . « the best report this accomplished 
teacher-artist has yet made . . . color areas 
are better contro!ied than heretofore and all 
the work has a new coherence and sureness. 

H. D. 

. . . abstract patterns are hard and firmly 
explicit, eluding mainly on the ‘‘program’’ 
side . . . titles relate taxingly to concrete 

facts, and this tends to divide a spectator’s 
' attention. E.A. 4. 

. watercolors . . . are assertive in their 
bold, coarse-grained expressionism .. . 

sculpture heads are characteristically power - 
ful and marked by genuine insight. E. A. J. 

° . the Oriental richness of his color is 
quite individual . . all reveal gathering 
strength and sureness of expression. H. D. 

These vivid impressions are far from the 
formal murals and tight groupings of... 

ten or twelve years ago and constitute an 
impressive record of growth. H. D. 

. « « experiments and innovates fearlessly. 

| shifting from explosive use of color and 

high-keyed patterns to serene moods and 
simplification. . . . H. D. 

not since Breughel, or at any rate 

Goya, have we had such fantastic half- 

human forms and parts of forms .. . does 
not always succeed in communicating his 

tortured vision but that it is an impeliling 

UR GOA CORE OF Tht CRITIC 
HERALD TRIBUNE 

Carlyle Burrows—C. B. 
Royal Cortissoz—R. C. 

. has a directness and verve . . . which 
lend vivacity te his interpretations. 

Technical fluency, taste for color and in- 
tense appreciation are exhibited throughout. 

c. B. 

. imaginative to the extent that land- 
seape features are formed in the abstract and rot for the general public . . 
with a distinctly personal view of them. 

Cc. B. in somber colors which are agreeable and 
H. McB. 

SUN 
Herry McBride—H. McB. 
Melville Upton—M. U. 
Helen Carison—H. C. 

. . titles... 

rich. 

. fine sculptured busts and a variety of 
watercolors of floral subject... . c. B. 

. «+ vary in quality... some. . . being 
ecurlously dry and academic in flavor in con- 
trast to others which are richer in feeling 
and generally more appealing in color. C. B. 

. work is honest in execution . . . a varied 
exhibition, showing clean and careful ren- 
dering of some of the subjects and vigor 

and richly felt expression in others. : 
c. B. 

. « fluid in feeling, and inclined to forms 
of elegance which the artist easily overdoes. 

.. Some... show... a very real sensi- 

bility toward the art of designed sculpture. 

c. B. 

. colors are affirmative and poetic .. . 
feeling, swhject interest, and mood are 

harmonious, and some of the best of the 

artist’s works are shown. c.B8 

. are evidently intended to shock or ter- 
rify with an evocation of the monstrous... 

facile studies of weird grotesquerie. C. B. 

. much of the beauty of his creations 
might be attributed to the textural 

. are for the artist himself and 
. it is better sense of movement, with colors originally 

to leok on the work as a simple symphony and knowingly related, and with carefully 

SYNOPSES OF NEW YORK REVIEWERS’ 

OPINIONS OF ONE MAN SHOWS 

WORLD-TELEGRAM 
Emily Genaver—E. G. 

. Sketches are gay, quick, and fresh as 

ever .. . subtler than they used to be in 
tone .. . and much more imaginatively and 

powerfully designed... . E. G. 

. . the later works are brilliant .. . a fine 

integrated, cohesive design. E.G 

. he travels along paths he has many 
times traversed . watercolors are also. 
tame. . . . They do have a kind of glow, 
theugh, and they're vital even in their non- 
ehalance. E. G. 

. . he has worked out a fresh and stimu- 
lating combination of Occidental and Orien- 

tal techniques . . . have a nostalgic, poetic 
flavor that smacks of the East. E. G. 

. for the most part the new Lanings. 
must be put down as highly competent, 
enormously interesting reports of the war 

in Ittaly—not as art works of any great 
significance. E. G. 

. elegant, stylized figures . . . seem a 
and little too glib and facile this time. . . 

chromatic qualities of the varied media he Occasionally you come on a piece which 
employs. ... H.C. grew, you feel, out of emotion deeply ex- 

perienced, knowingly expressed in formal 

harmonies. E.G. 

wonderfully decorative and fresa in, 
color. . . . Most often one can make out, 
in their highly animated and dynamic com- 
position, shapes recognizable as boats,. 
docks, trees—which is not always the case 
with this artist. E. G. 

. » has a fantastic talent and even more. 

fantastic dreams. Dal’ is kid stuff compared 
with his weird, demoniac visions . . . can 
be no question that the artist has a prodig- 
icus talent. E. G, 

one few will doubt. 

TUSNELDA, Bonestell 
(See ART NEWS, 
june 1-30, p. 6) 

| the work. 

olume of her material, sometimes 

hiefly on the surface. Her style is 
nodern, fluent, and highly varied 

Fervor in sculpture is admired or 

lisrelished according to taste. It is 

n old debate which is not settled 

V translating it into twentieth cen 

iy language Prices $450 to 

‘ 

Ca ARLOTTE BEREND, wife of 

ie distinguished European artist, 

Lovis Corinth, exhibited at the 

Knoedler Gallery in June some two 

zen of her recent watercolors, 

nted in California. They were 

Mine, mature, informed work, mani 

Bicsting what is so seldom seen now 

| Bedays, the force of grace. These pic 

es—poetic flashes of landscape, 

till-life and flowers, with a few fig 

1 ere pieces added for good measure 

eemed as fresh as blossoms gath 

ed on Parnassus. Subtle in thought 

il technical motivation, light in 

5 h, delicate in color, they re 

t ed the spectator. (Prices $50 to 

n 200.) 

s Osc AR CARLSSON’S recent 

cfpls and watercolors were at the 

Bonnier Gallery in June. Though 
h e in reach, extending to land 

es, figures, portraits and_ still- 

Sophisticatediy artiess paintirgs 
torian ‘‘Modern primitive’’ in their appeal. 
Amusing fantacy and sly humer biend in 

H. D. 

Vie- 

life, they seemed rather narrow in 

scope, their echoic approach being 

that of early 

They tended to lack 

thought and fluency 

rarity of 

of hand yet 

they were serious essays as far as he 

carried them, earnest and _ sincere 

One of the oils, a still-life of veze 

tables, might have won praise half 

Today it a century ago ippeared 

watercolors were imitative lhe 

. Skilled construction . . . has gone into 

the make-up of her paintings . . . with or 

without a definite category her , picturesque 

gardens in France and streets of Province- 

. a charming delighful lot they are. . 
a flair for decorative lively pattern . 
wonderfully fresh color unfailing, 

MM «0 « E. G,; 

Post-Impressionism. 

town are delightful. 

freer in feeling Prices $15 to 

925 

a DORSAY, a member of 

the armed forces now serving in the 

Solomons, shows a keen perception 

of human nature beyond his years in 

a series of vigorous drawings of ser 

vice life now on view at Roko. Dor 

say began painting as a student at 

CHARLOTTE BEREND: “Sea Gulls, Santa Barbara” was included 
in her recent exhibition of lyric, delicate watercolors at Knoedler’s. 

H.C. 

New York’s High Schoo) of Musi 

and Art. The two oils displayed, 

Self Portrait and Untitled, 

done when he was not yet 18 and. 

talent of 

Prices $25 ta $2 

were 

show a great. promise. 

Also on view are a number of 

black, 

Gordon, 

competent abstractions in 

white, and 

Reeke 

Reeke also shows a group of small 

magenta by 

A former commercial artist 

black and white drawings on musical 

themes. (Prices not quoted 

| ae GALLERY, in its first 

summer group show, offers a medley 

of paintings unequal m craftsman 

ship and heterogeneous in character 

Of the artists represented the most 

gifted is Ami Moli Hicks, wh 

shows a series of Impressionist and 

Post-Impressionist landscapes. By 

Paulina Peavy there are a numbe! 

of mystical and occult picture 

Bresci Thompson offers improvised 

landscapes and_ stylized designs 

Marie Fischel, several flower pieces 

One of the artists, Charles de Beer 

is a quaint pictoralist and tw 

others, Per Bonnet and Alfred 

Jackson, seem to be amateurs 

Prices $25 to S750 

* > > 

ne paintings, the first 
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ANNOUNCING 

The Domesda y Press 

COMPETITION IN 

Juvenile Book Illustration 

DYFoO WHS 

teas 

THE DoMEspbAy PReEss is an organization of book crafts- 

men specializing in the creation of beautiful and suc- 

cessful juveniles for publishers. Like any group that 

does its job well Domesday Press has found the demand 

greater than the supply. To stimulate and encourage 

those artists now in this field and to attract other artists 

to it we have arranged this competition. The awards 

are nominal in that the prize winning books should 

bring their artists much more in royalties. The work 

necessary to enter has been kept to a minimum as the 

details will indicate. 

Of the $3000.00 First Prize and Other Details 

THE Prizes: First, $3,000; Second, $2,000; Third, $1,000, 

THe Time ELEMENT: All entries must be submitted by October 1. 

1945. It is our hope to announce the winners on November 1, 1945. » 1945 

MANNER OF SUBMISSION: Three finished pieces of art-work in full 

color, of which one must be the jacket, plus an outline in rough of 

the complete book, will be acceptable as entries. Prize-winning 

artists will, of course, be required to complete the art work for 

their books at a date to be specified later. 

CLASSIFICATIONS: Books may be for any age group from g to 12 

and may be classics or new material. The brochure which vou may 

have for the asking contains a list of suggested titles and othe 

helpful advice. 

THE JURY: 

Harry Abrams, Art Director, Book-of-the-Month Club 

Emily Genauer, Art Critic, N. Y. World Telegram 

George Hornby, Art Director, Domesday Press 

Lewis Miller, Sales Manager, Random House 

Lynd Ward, noted artist 

Note: The judges’ decision will be final. Submission of work is 

at the artist's risk but we will make every effort to return all work 
in good condition, It is our hope that many entries other than the 
prize winners will be suitable for publication on our regular terms, 

For brochure with full details address the Arr Direc rOR 

Che Domesday Press. Inc. 

ONE MADISON AVENUE * NEW YORK 10, N. Y. 

large exhibition of them to be held 
in this country, are on display at the 
American British Art Center. They 
reflect the development of the 
school from 1818 to 1918 and give 
evidence of three major periods of 
evolution. The first, dating from 
1820 to 1860, is naturalistic, with 

emphasis on close detail, multiple 

coloring, and a touch of sentiment. 
It parallels our Hudson River 
School. The second, unfolding to 
the end of the century, shows sun- 

dry European influences, especially 
a tendency toward mild Impression- 
ism. The third, represented by the 

vigorous Vienna Secessionists, Klimt, 
Schiele, and Kokoschka, is modern. 
Yet throughout these stages a na- 
tional identity of spirit is plainly 
visible, evident in a love for careful 
composition, a general glow of color, 
and, most of all, a sweet lack of 
sophistication. (Prices not quoted.) 

UmAOALECS watercolors and 
drawings at Matisse were a refresh 
ing interlude during the June dog 
days. Hung in connection with the 
recently published book on Chagall 
by Lionello Venturi (to be reviewed 
in a forthcoming issue of ART 
News) they gave new insight into 
the artist’s genius. Isolated from the 
seduction of his brilliant pigment 
and the grandeur of his large com 
positions, this show underscored his 
free imaginative fantasy and his per- 
fect control of both pen and brush. 
The line which thickens expressively 

as it defines a contour, the punc 
tuated sequence where space itself 

a , 

a s “> 

CHAGALL’S drawings made up 
delightful Matisse June show. 

becomes a part of design, and above 
all the airy, unhampered invention 

for which no phenomenon is im 

possible—all these are lucid in the 

drawings and sketches, in the crayon 

studies and the gouaches. Chagal 
has a rare quality of great tender 
ness, which is as apparent in the 

gracile drawing of the donkey and 
his violin as in the touching The 
Promenade. (Prices not quoted.) 

I; XHIBITIONS opening too late 
for review in this issue . . . Portraits 

of the “Flying Tigers” by Raymond 
P. R. Neilson at Grand Centra 

(Vanderbilt Ave. Branch) . . . Sum 

mer group at 67 Gallery . . . Bertha 
Schaefer’s summer show. . . . 

Boston’s Progressive Watercolor Choice 
HE common medium of water 

color is what ties together one 
of the most eclectic, to say nothing 
of progressive, painting groups 

which has ever been seen in Boston. 

In presenting it the Institute of 
Modern Art calls attention to the 

fact that the public of this city is 

rapidly becoming accustomed to ten 
dencies which until lately they re 

BOSTON’S Institute of Modern 
Art’s watercolor show includes 
Edward J. Stevens, Jr.’s “‘Amer- 
ica” among many varied styles. 

garded with incredulity. Out-and-out 
expressionists like Soutine and Ko 
koschka, fantasists such as Chagall 

and Klee, abstractionists and sur 
realists are beginning to find here 
an understanding general audience 

The English group is particularl 
impressive, what with Moore, Piper 

and Sutherland, the latter noted for 
the ambiguousness of his forms 
From France comes a rare and strik 

ing double portrait indicative of in 
fluence of the geometric period o! 
Greek vase painting. A green Cé 
zanne, one of the best Dufys of the 
Paris Opera, several Gauguins, and 
some elegantly charming Lurgats 
also appear. The last-mentioned are 
lent from the Catesby Jones Collec 

tion which also contributes a fine 
small Picasso. No less startling is the 
Mexican section in which the latest 
acquisitions of Mr. MacKinley Helm 

incude a Merida which translates 
archaic Mexican symbols into mod 

ern idiom, a tempestuous Cantu, an 

exciting Meza, and highly colored 
work of Tamayo and Siquieros. A 
point of departure for these and 
many other developments the ‘n 
stitute offers one of Homer’s fines! 
Cuban watercolors. 

ART NEW 



WILDENS TEIN 
& CO., INC. 

DISTINGUISHED OLD AND MODERN PAINTINGS 

TAPESTRIES—SCULPTURE 

WORKS OF ART 

INTERIOR DECORATION 

AN EXHIBITION OF 

FOUR CENTURIES OF PORTRAIIS 

July 1—September 30, 1945 

19 EAST 64th STREET, N. Y. 

V 
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New York Auction Season Hits All-Time 
S' IRPASSING last year’s peak, the 

‘ auction sales of art and literary 

property in the 1944-45 season at 

Parke-Bernet Galleries set an_ all 

time record high total of $6,16s, 

g20.5 1 total never equalled either 

by Parke-Bernet or its predecessors 

\n apex of demand for genre and 

story-telling pictures, for a_ time 

eclipsed, was reached after several 

vears of increasing popularity in the 

Wilham H 

bilt sale. This sale, among the 104 

held at the Galleries during the last 

ind Cornelius Vander 

season, realized $323,195, second in 

total only to parts IV and V of the 

Americana collection of the late 

Mrs. J. Amory Haskell, 

Other sales bring 

ing top totals were the property of 
Mrs. Joseph Heine, consisting of 

French eighteenth century furniture 

and works of art, and the thirty 

eight catalogue lots of British eight 

eenth century portraits, French fur 

niture, and works of art from the 

collection of the late 

Stotesbury. 

which 

| dw ird I ‘ 

The highest individual price of 

the season was made not by a paint 

ing but by Poe’s manuscript of The 
Murders in the Rue Morgue, which 

sold for $34,000. Fra Filippo Lippi’s 

Madonna and Child from the col 

lection of the late Leon Schinasi 

(see ART news, Oct. 15-31, 1945 

and Millet’s The Water Carrier tied 

for second place with an under-the 

Millet’s 

I'he Sower came third with a price 

ot 526, 

hammer price of $30, 

, with Romney and Frago 

nard next in line. Laughing Child 

bilt sale prices—$6,1 

a Gérome. 

The enduring popularity of Amer 

ican and English eighteenth century 
furniture was demonstrated by the 

SECOND HIGHEST PRICE in Parke-Bernet season was $26,000 
paid by Provident Trust Co. for original of its trade-mark, Millet’s 
*““Sower.”” Another Millet and Filippo Lippi each brought $30,000. 

by Frans Hals and another painting 

by him, Portrait of a Laughing Boy, 
brought $15,500 and $15,000. 

In addition to these prices the 

revival of interest in nineteenth cen 

tury genre with its clear, meticulous 

detail is indicated in other Vander 

consistently high prices. A few of 

the notable prices paid in this freld 

include $6,000 for a set of Queen 

Anne ball- foot dining 

for a Chippendale 

tilting-top piecrust table, and $3,7 

for a Samuel Knibb tall-case clock. 

claw - and 

chairs, $3,700 

for a Bargue, 
$6. for a Boldim, and $5,700 for 

Record High , 
The market for Chinese works of 

irt was good. There was an appre 

ciable amount of buying of porce 

lains, pottery, jades, and fine lacquer 

Silver was in increased demand, due 

in part to the scarcity of silver on 

the general market as well as to the 

intrinsic value of this property 
Scarcities may also have influenced 

the unusually which high prices 

were realized by linens, especially 

ordinary household linens. Modern 

Dresden china figures and groups, 

ind other European decorative ce 

ramics found increased favor this 

season. 

Mr. Parke, who has this vear com 

pleted fifty years’ 

field of which 

Parke-Bernet 

predecessor 

service in the 

1uction thirty-five 

were with Galleries 

and its companies, 

stated, “Prices during the 1944-45 

season averaged about the same as 

last year. Almost the only difference 

was in the greater selectivity dis 

played by the discerning buyer in 

the judgment of quality and aesthet 

ic merit. . . . Buying by European 

refugees was markedly less than in 

the previous two years, but Ameri 

can purchases on the other hand 

were materially extended as people 

became more antique conscious.” 

This was the most active season 

in the history of Parke-Bernet for 

books, autographs, and prints. 

i cs A 
& COMPANY 

CHINESE 
ANTIQUES 

41 EAST 57th STREET 
NEW YORK 

NEWHOUSE 
UALRLERICS 

ESTABLISHED 1878 

PAINTINGS 

BY 

FUROPEAN 

AND 

AMERICAN 

MASTERS 

QE 

15 EAST 57TH STREET 

NEW YORK 

GALLERIES 

of 
GIMBEL 

BROTHERS 

33rd Street and Broadway 
New York 1 

ith Floor Pe 6-5185 

SALES AT 
PUBLIC AUCTION 
FOR ESTATES AND INDIVIDUALS 

Weekly Exhibitions 
and Auction Sales 

of 

Paintings, Prints, Silver, 
Furniture, Porcelain, 

Rugs, Glass, Textiles and 
Other Art Property 

The Kende Galleries offer un- 
paralleled facilities for selling 
estates. Cash advances on prop- 
erties for estates in need of ad- 
ministration expenses or taxes 
will be made. All sales are 
given unusually large coverage 
in newspapers and magazines. 
Write or phone Pennsylvania 
6-5185 for information. 
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first Panorama of Canadian Painting 
ne first complete survey of art 

in Canada, spanning three cen 

turies, is the current offering at the 
National Gallery of Canada at Ot 

tawa. Over 230 pictures have been 
assembled jointly by the National 

Gallery, the Museum of the Prov 

ince of Quebec, the Art Association 
of Montreal, and the Art Gallery of 

loronto. 

The early religious pictures and 
portraits of the French regime show 
a trend away from the exuberance 
and accomplished technique of 
French Baroque painting to a style 
approaching that of the folk-artist. 

When the colony came into British 

hands in 1760 contacts with Europe 

meant new opportunities for paint 

ers to improve technical proficiency. 
I'vpical Canadian - straightforward 
ness of interpretation remained a 

constant, however. 
From the early nineteenth cen 

tury comes the work of the first 
resident artists of the Maritime 

and Ontario, the Irish 

born Paul Kane, and the now well 

known Cornelius Krieghoff, a new 
comer from Holland. Later in the 

century, after the Confederation of 

Canada (1867), the typical realistic 
landscape and genre paintings re 

Provinces 

flect the artistic movements of Eu 

rope and the civilization of a rapidly 

expanding Canada. 

European Impressionism became 

a vogue for landscape painting in 

the early twentieth century. Paint 
ing in the igios is marked by a 

decorative stylization. A_ national 

landscape style, with a distinctive, 
expressive patterning in flat masses 

of intense colors, was founded in 

Tom Thomson and the 

Group of Seven. 

Painting in the “30s and ’4os 
shows Canadian artists broadening 

their scope to include not only 

northern landscape but also a va 

riety of subject matter indicative of 

the many aspects of Canadian life. 

1919 by 

iN EARLY CANADIAN PAINTER made this “Ex-Voto de Mme. 
Riverin” in 1703, local version of exuberant French Baroque style; 
lent by Sainte Anne de Beaupré to Ottawa’s Canadian show. 

hake Chiricos Disclosed on U. S. Market 
ea Chirico paintings, copying 

his architectural period of 1912 

1915, have, according to word re 

ceived from the artist himself, been 

put into circulation. 

La Muse du and Interno 

Metafisico appeared on pages 108 

I'wo of these, 

Poeté 

ind 109 of the 1943 edition of 

\Imanac, a publication edited by 

David Hare in conjunction with 

Andre Breton, Marcel Duchamp, 

ind Max Ernst acting as editorial 

advisors. 

Chirico writes urging prospective 

buyers of his paintings to send pho 

tographs to him at Via Maria dei 

Fion 28, Rone, so that he may con 

firm their authenticity. 

4 lbright Director Sent to Vienna 
NDREW C. RITCHIE, director 

of Buffalo’s Albright Gallery, 

was appointed Chief of the Fine 

\rts, Monuments and Archives Sec 

tion of the United States Group 

JULY 1-31, 1945 

Control for Austria. He is on a one 

vear's leave of absence and will go 

overseas about July 1. Miss Kath 
erine B. Neilson, Curator of Educa- 

tion, has been made Acting Curator. 

MUSEUM 
OF NON-OBJECTIVE PAINTING 
24 EAST 54TH STREET NEW YORK CITY 

NEW LOAN EXHIBITION OF 40 NON-OBJECTIVE PAINTERS 

ROLPH SCARLETT 

MOHOLY-NAGY 

OSKAR FISCHINGER 

LLOYD NEY 

JACK DUCAS 

ALICE MATTERN 

MARGUERITE HOHENBERG 

CHANEL KUBERT 

HARRY BERTOIA 

MEDARD KLEIN 

AMBROSE PATTERSON 

CHARLES SMITH 

SIMON GRECO 

DONALD COALE 

EMMET EDWARDS 

WINSLOW ANDERSON 

DANIEL WEGMAN 

TOM ROBERTSON 

NOAH GROSSMAN mee JEANNE MILES 

ALICE MASON CLAIRE FALKENSTEIN PETER BUSA 

ILYA BOLOTOWSKY EDNA TACON REICHMAN-LEWIS 

JEAN XCERON HERMAN ZAAGE EMIL BISTTRAM 

ADA TALBOT ALFRED MORANG F. SMITH 

HILLA REBAY L. MACE B. McELHATTEN 
MAUD KERNS CHARLES HOROWITZ 0. WAREHAM 

CONTINUATION OF KANDINSKY MEMORIAL 

SOLOMON R. GUGGENHEIM FOUNDATION 
OPEN SUNDAYS 12-6 DAILY EXCEPT MONDAYS 10-6 NO ENTRANCE FEE 

-DURAND-RUEL | 
GALLERIES 

ESTABLISHED 1803 

19th Century French and 
| 20th Century American 

| Paintings 
NEW YORK PARIS 
12 East 57 Street 37 Avenue de Friedland 

Summer Exhibition Showing Development of 

AMERICAN LANDSCAPE ART 

from the 

PRIMITIVES through INNESS 

ESPECIAL EMPHASIS ON THE 

HUDSON RIVER SCHOOL 
EACH REPRESENTED BY SEVERAL EXAMPLES 

ROBERT C. VOSE GALLERIES 
ESTABLISHED 1841 

559 Boylston Street, Boston 
______ = TE Eee 
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GROUP EXHIBITION 

Contemporary 

Oils and Watercolors 

Through Jualy 

MACBETH GALLERY 
Il East 57th Street New York City 

CHINESE 
ART 

RALPH M. CHAIT GALLERIES 
24 EAST S8th ST. NEW YORK 

HOWARD YOUNG 
GALLERIES 

OLD and MODERN 

PAINTINGS 

1 East 57th Street 

NEW YORK 

JULIUS LOWY anc; 
High Grade Picture Frames 

Antiques & Reproductions 

RESTORING—REGILDING—RELINING 

52 East 57th St., New York PLaza 3-2153 

Send us all data on Hicks paintings for 
the book to be published by The Benjamin 
West Society and by Fredric Newlin Price. 

Current Ex. ‘ition “ART FOR THE HOME FRONT” 
selected by 12 important art dealers 

FERARGIL 62 cost 57 street, New York 22 
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INCORP a 

“The very name of your 
organization is symbolic 
of the determination of 
every man and woman in 
every activity of life == 

renee torrente ey en enneERetesEnn seen 

ARTISTS FOR VICTORY 
ORATED 

throughout the country 
to enlist in the cause to 
which our country is 
dedicated.’’ — Franklin 
Delano Roosevelt. 

BULLETIN TO MEMBERS 
The following does not necessarily represent the opinions of Art News or The Art Foundation, Inc 

ANNOUNCEMENT 
rhe following letter has been sent 

to all artists who contributed a 

painting to the Pepsi-Cola Portrait 

of America Competition, whether or 

not their paintings were accepted: 

“You will be interested in 

knowing that the second annual 

Portrait of America Exhibition, to 

which you submitted a painting, 
will open to the public in New 

York at Rockefeller Center on 

Tuesday, November 6. 

“On the day prior to this pub- 
lic opening, there will be a press 
preview throughout the day and a 
special invitation opening in the 
evening which, if you are in New 
York at that time, you are cor- 

dially invited to attend. Further 
notice of this will be sent to you 
shortly before that event. At the 
time of this official opening, an- 
nouncement will be made to the 
press and the public of the 150 
pictures being shown, together 
with announcement of the win- 
ning artists. It is on this occasion 
that the presentation of awards 
will formally take place. 

Very sincerely yours, 
ARTHUR CRISP 

Chairman for Competition 
and Exhibition” 

VOLUNTEERS 
The Arts and Skills Corps of the 

New York Chapter of the American 
Red Cross is looking for a number 
of poster and silk screen artists who 
may be called on individually at a 
week’s notice to do posters for a 
specific purpose. Artists for Victory 
has been asked to help organize such 

a group and would be glad to hear 
from anyone interested. The Red 
Cross opened a new Laboratory 
Workshop the middle of June 

equipped with screens, racks, squee 
gees, etc., which can be used by the 
artists so that they will not have to 
contribute their own supplies. The 
workshop will be open in the eve 
nings. 

CORRECTIONS 
In our bulletin in ART News, 

May 15-31, 1945, we stated that 
Anselmo’s House by Peter Hurd had 
been purchased for the Tate Gal- 
lery, London. We have since been 
informed that it was presented by a 

British donor to the National Gal 

lery of Scotland in Edinburgh and 
not to the Tate Gallery. Aliso the 

purchase of Maurice Sterne’s Mex 

ican Church Interior for the Tate 

Gallery was made possible by the 
contribution of an American donor 

of the full price and not a part of 

the price, as previously stated. 

REPORT 

Artists for Victory believes that 

the readers of this column will be 

interested in a partial summary of 

the report of the Committee on Vol- 

unteer Services, which, with the co 

éperation of our artist members, has 

been doing such splendid work for 

the servicemen at Halloran General 

Hospital, at the Seamen’s Church 
Institute, and other institutions. 

Our portrait sketching activities 

now include the assignment of a 
group of six artists for Halloran Gen 
eral Hospital to draw in the wards 
every Sunday, with a larger group 
once each month to sketch in the 

auditorium. We are also sending 
a small group to Halloran every 
Wednesday afternoon to sketch in 
formally in the auditorium and have 

undertaken a monthly evening en 
tertainment in the auditorium, con 

sisting of demonstrations by various 
groups of etchers, sculptors, silk 
screen artists, etc. 

REMINDERS 
We appeal to all artists entering 

La Tausca Pearls Competition to fill 
out the entry cards legibly. It is al 
most unbelievable how many notices 
go astray because the artist’s ad 

dress cannot be read. That is also 
one reason paintmgs are not re 
turned more promptly. We urge 
competing artists again to notify us 

immediately of any change of ad 
dress. We still have paintings on 
hand from former competitions be- 
cause all communications to the 
owners have been returned by the 
postoffice. Don’t forget that the 
deadline for this competition is 4:30 
p.m., Wednesday, July 25. No 
painting will be accepted that is re 
ceived after that time. The paintings 
must be delivered to the Hayes 
Storage, 305 East 61st Street, New 
York 21, N. Y., as that is where the 
judging will take place. Do not 
send any paintings to Artists for 
Victory. They will not be accepted. 
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Sir Hugh Walpole’s Collection Sold 
JINETY-SEVEN per cent of 

i‘ the first part of the painting and 
drawing collection of the late Sir 

Hugh Walpole 

during its exhibition at 

found purchasers 

London’s 

Leicester Galleries, and a communi 

cation just received reports the suc 

cess of the second section. The third 

A LITERARY MAN’S CATHOLIC TASTE: Two paintings from Sir 

bought wisely from contemporary 

schools. . . . He was, to my mind, 

the best kind of collector, if only 

because he pleased himself and did 

not follow fashion.” 

The catholicity of his taste in 

cluded such old masters as Stefano 

della Bella, ‘Tintoretto, Guercino, 

Hugh Walpole’s Collection, being sold at Leicester Galleries; W. R. 
Sickert’s “A Blackbird of Paradise” (left), Paul Klee ““Head”’ (rgt.). 

part, dealing with etchings, litho 
graphs, and wood engraving, includ 

ing examples by Rembrandt, Diirer, 
loulouse-Lautrec, Picasso, is on view 

in London as this issue goes to 

press. 

The vast collection amassed by 

the renowned author of The Bright 
Pavilions, Wintersmoon, The Jere- 

my Stories, etc., is unique testimony 

to the visual discrimination of a 

man of letters. As J. B. Priestley 
writes in the foreword to the cata 

logue, “his taste was catholic and 
ranged easily from Constable to 

Klee. He loved the Impressionists 

(notice the Renoirs); he was rich 

in Sickerts and Johns; and . . . he 

l'iepolo—such moderns as Cézanne, 

Matisse, Braque, Picasso—such Eng 
lish contemporaries as Ivon Hitch 

ens, John Piper, Paul Nash, Graham 

Sutherland. Drawings, prints, paint 

ings, and sculpture all appealed to 

him, and as Priestley explains, 
“Nearly every time one met him, 
flushed triumphant, he had 

some new picture or drawing to dis 

play.” 

and 

In addition to the major portion 
of the Walpole Collection which 

was offered in the three-part sale, 
bequests were made to the Tate 
Gallery, to the Fitzwilliam Museum, 

Cambridge, and to King’s School, 

Canterbury. 

Milles’ Seventieth Birthday Honored 
OO MARK the seventieth birth 

day of one of America’s most 
famous living sculptors, the Art In 
stitute of Chicago has assembled a 
group of Carl Milles’ works, many 

of which, owned by Chicagoans, 

have never before been shown at 

the Institute. The exhibition is sup 

plemented by the Institute’s own 
Triton Fountain in McKinlock 

Court and includes The Folke Filby- 
ter and the Monument to Genius. 

U.S. Art as Background for Clothes 
N INNOVATION in the dress 

manufacturing business is the 

exhibition held by B. H. Wragge in 

their showrooms at sso Seventh 

Avenue, in the heart of New York’s 

wholesale dress center. In conjunc 
tion with the current emphasis on 
American designing and New York 
as the fashion center of the world, 
a group of thirty-two works by con 

temporary American artists was 

JULY 1-31, 1945 

chosen as background. The inten 
tion was primarily to orient realiza 

tion of the Wragge employees and 
clients of American artistic vital 

ity. A corollary effect may be gained 
in stimulation of design and color 

in fashion which is native to Amer 

1Ca. 

The group, presented in collabora 

tion with the Downtown Gallery, 

comprises that gallery’s roster. 

Henderick de Kraufmann by Sidney E. Dickinson, N.A. 

We have had 22 years of experience in 
placing portrait commissions and we will make 
all the necessary arrangements for sittings. 

Service Men may be painted from life or photographs 

GRAND CENTRAL ART GALLERIES, INC. 
15 Vanderbilt Avenue & 55 East 57th St., New York City 
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E. & A. SILBERMAN 
GALLERIES 

OLD & MODERN 
PAINTINGS 

ANTIQUE OBJETS D’ART 

32 East 57th Street, N. Y. 

PAUL ROSENBERG &CO. 
16 EAST 57th STREET, NEW YORK 22 

Paintings by 

AVERY - HARTLEY 

HELION - RATTNER - WEBER 

Through July 

PARIS: 2/ Rue la Boetie 

MODERN FRENCH PAINTINGS 

BIGNOU GALLERY 
32 EAST 57th STREET, NEW YORK 

SPECIAL SALE 
PAINTINGS * SCULPTURE * DRAWINGS 

Leading Contemporary Artists and American Folk Art 

THE DOWNTOWN GALLERY 
43 EAST 51 STREET NEW YORK 22, N. Y. 

ANTIQUITIES AND NUMISMATICS, INC. 
30 WEST 54 STREET, NEW YORK 19, N. Y. 

WORKS of ART 
EGYPTIAN e@ GREEK e 

ORIENTAL 
MEDIAEVAL e@ RENA!SSANCE 

PAINTINGS 
DRAWINGS e PRINTS 

JACOB 
HIRSCH 

ROMAN 

MODERN FRENCH PAINTINGS 

PIERRE 
41 E. 57 

MATISSE GALLERY 
NEW YORK 

| with 

Modern Collection 
Continued from page 15 

his Century will have ended and we 

shall Man 

with a Com 

Common 

Lhe 

mon Man, however, did not paint 

replace the 

nobler symbol 

these particular pictures, nor will he 

ever paint any worth hanging in a 

museum, for by the very token that 

he paints a picture he stops being 

a Common Man. Henri Rousseau 

was far ahead of that garden va 

riety, and so was the anonymous 

nineteenth century American sculp 

tor of that superbly ruffled eagle. 
In the galleries of the School of 

Paris, a number of good Americans 

have wisely been adjoined under 

the heading of ““American Painting 

—The International Tradition.” It 

iS surprising and cheering to dis 

that three best living 

Americans — Kuhn, Marin, and 

Weber—stack up so well alongside 

the French that of the latter only 

the leading triumvirate of Picasso, 

cover Our 

| Matisse, Rouault come off on top. 

“Cubism, the most important 

movement of the second decade of 

our Alfred Barr in 

installation for 

century,” savs 

his notes on the 

| which he is responsible, dominates, 

abstract and non - objective 
| 

offshoots, the balance of the second 

floor 

the Museum's 

) 

galleries, commencing with 

monumental docu 

ment of Picasso’s Les Demoiselles 

| dAvignon and continuing through 

the ‘twenties right up to the “re ] 
| cent followers who keep up the tra 

| dition of ‘ruler and compass’.”” Sure 

ly here is proof that if our age has 

sought anywhere to make order out 

of the Pavcock’s 

it has been in this continuous flight 

Herbert Spencer's Unknow 

“state o’ chassis,” 

from 

able into the secure mathematics of 

science. Curiously, however, the in 

novators — Picasso,: Braque, Gris, 

Leger—make a much better show 

ing than their latter day followers, 

perhaps chiefly because in essence 

the idea of cubism was bigger than 

any of its parts and that once stated 

the experience was complete. It is 

the 

needed to re-order the relationship 

of art to nature, yet the Museum’s 

collection also faithfully shows how 

painters of our own day have turned 

plain here how process was 

a means of discipline into an 

aesthetic end. The literal object les 
son is to be found in the newly ac 

quired Stuart Davis Egg Beater 

No. 5 where a well known abstrac 

tionist of today utilized, as recently 
as 1930, the cubist discipline to 

strengthen both form and color of 

a subject taken from nature. 

Where the second floor, with its 

Post-Impressionism, Fauvism, School 

of Paris and School of New York, 

and the long suite of cubists, draws 

mainly on the personal imagination, 

whether poetic or scientific, of the 

artist, the emphasis on the third 

floor is on realism, neo-romanticism, 

fantasy, and social commentaryv—in 

other words, stronger literary deri 

vation. 

Here, of course, adventure has 

greater rewards, if only in the kinetic 

flow of subject-matter. It ranges all 

the way from the Schrafftish flavor 

of Edward Hopper through the chic 

LACHAISE: “Colossal Torso of a Woman,” 1934, tinted plaster in 
heroic scale. Modern Museum Collection. 
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ART SCHOOLS 

COURSES BY MAIL 
in modern, creative Painting, Model- 
ling, Drawing, Critical Appreciation, 

by 
RALPH M. PEARSON 

author, The New Art Education 
Experiencing American Pictures 

(Harpers) 

In his writing, lecturing and teach- 
ing Mr. Pearson’s approach is that 
of the artist who knows from doing 
and who gives his students and 
readers a participating experience 
in the creative art of our time. 
DESIGN WORKSHOP — Nyack, N. Y. 

BOSTON MUSEUM SCHOOL 
A DEPARTMENT OF THE MUSEUM OF FINE ARTS 
Established 1876. Now in new quarters in the 
Museum Building on Huntington Avenue. Un- 
limited contact with Museum collection through 
study and lectures. Professional training in 
Drawing, Graphic Arts, Painting, Sculpture, 

Jewelry, Silversmithing, Commercial Art, 
Ceramics. Tuition Scholarships. 

Fall Term Begins September 24 
Catalog. Kussecy ‘1. Smitu, Head of School 
465 HuNnTINGTON Ave Boston 15, Mass. 

PAINTING CLASS 

GEORGE PICKEN 
July - August 

BERKSHIRE MUSEUM 
PITTSFIELD, MASS. 

MOORE 
INSTITUTE 

or ART 
Tia fT WT TUTE 

SUMMER SCHOOL 
June 25 through August 3, All Courses 

Fine Arts, Industrial Art, Advertising Art, Educae 
tion. FALL TERM Starts September 17. Catalogs. 
Michigan at Adams, Chicago 3, Ill. Box 251. 

School of Design for Women 
1O0ist Year. Design, illus- 
tration, advertising, interior 
decoration, fashion arts. 
fine arts, teacher training 
B.F.A. in all courses. Pho- 
tography, puppetry, jewelry. 
ceramics. Residences. Oldest 
school of art applied to In- 
dustry. CATALOG. 1352 N 
Broad St., Philadelphia 2!/. 
Pa. 

PENNSYLVANIA ACADEMY 
OF THE FINE ARTS 

First fine arts school in America 
(Est. 1805) 

I’rofessional training in painting, sculpture, 1l- 
lustration. and mural decoration. Also coordi- 
nated course with U. of Pa., B.F.A., M.F.A., 
degrees. Many scholarships and prizes. Dis- 
tinguished faculty. Catalog Tl. Loulse B. Bal- 
linger, Curator. Broad and Cherry Sts., Phila- 
deiphia 2 

CLEVELAND 
SCHOOL OF ART 

SUMMER SESSION: 
Second Term July 30 - Sept. 7 

Juniper Rood and Magnolia Drive 
CLEVELAND 6, OHIO 

CHAUTAUQUA 
SUMMER SCHOOL OF ART 

REVINGTON ARTHUR 
LANDSCAPE and FIGURE 

Symph. Orch. Theatre ° Summer Sports 

For ScHoot CATALOGUE Write: 
MRS. L. H. HARTZELL, Sec'y 

CHAUTAUQUA NEW YORK 

ART SCHOOL DIRECTORS 
Reach your prospective pupils by adver- 
tising to the vast group of wealthy and 
cultured young Americans (and their 
parents) who read America’s foremost 
fine arts maqazine— 

ART NEWS 
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GREENSBORO, N. C., 

nostalgia of Eugene Berman’s Ven 
ice to the strength-through-Freud 
of Senor Dali, classified here, in wise 

the label 

“surrealism,” as “dream perspec 
Again there is no need for 

a complete traveler's tale of this 

dismissal of overworked 

tives.” 

large section, though it is only fair 
to add a word on the high standard 

of quality which prevails in the col 

lection among these schools where 
choice is so difficult because of the 

trade winds of fashion 

The test lies not only in what is 
here and what has been emphasized, 

but also in what has been left out. 

Not a 194 

U. S. imitator of the Impressionists, 

those who are the best-sellers to the 

standard pseudo-cultured audience 

of our Maxwell Andersons and Kath 

arine Cornells; not a single profes 

sional American-Scenist in the 

Craven Image—for these omissions 

single watered-down 

one can forgive far too much Max 
Ernst and one too many O'Keeffe. 

Nor must the sculpture be for 

gotten, together with an important 

group always on view in the garden. 
In a series of galleries whose only 

fault a plethora of 

small-scale bronzes, Lachaise looms 

up ever bigger down the perspective 

of passing years as the one American 

who can stand easily with Maillol 

and Despiau. What steals the sculp 

ture the room 

holding only the two great Lehm 
brucks of man and woman, where 

seems to be 

show, however, is 

these wonderfully sure feelings in 

form steal over you like the haunt- 

| 

COMPETITIONS, 
CREATIVE PAINTING SCHOLARSHIPS. 

American University-Phillips Galiery Art 
School of Washington. D C.. offers 4-year 
scholarships in amounts totaling $1400 and 
$600 each, applicabie on tuition, with pret- 
erenee for graduate fellowships leading to 
M.A. Alse scholarships in creative painting 
leading to B.A. and certificates of proficiency 
in art. Candidates must meet Univ. entrance 
requirements and submit work or take exami- 
nation as specified by the University. Presi- 
dent Paul F. Douglass, American University, 
1901 F St.. N.W., Washington 6. D.C 

JUVENILE BOOK COMPETITION: Domes- 
day Press anrounces a competition in juve- 
nile book illustration open to all artists. 
Entries to consist of 3 finished pieces of 
art work in full color, one to be the jacket, 
plus reugh outline of complete book. Books 
may be classics or new material; age group 
from 3 to 12 years. Three prizes totaling 
$6000. Jury. Entries due Oct. 1. For de- 
tails write Art Director, Domesday Press, 
| Madison Ave., New York 10, N. Y 

MERCHANT SEAMEN’'S EXHIBITION: 
United Seamen's Service invites all merchant 
seamen to submit work for Fourth Annual 
Exhibition to be held at Corcoran Gallery of 
Art, Washington,®D. C., Dec. 2-26, prior to 

Rilke. 

Even at random one is tempted 

to add up and seek the sum. It 
seems, in experience, to come to per- 

haps the clearest sense one has had 
of the surges and dreams and oc- 

casional triumphs of an agonized 
epoch. It is patently the age of both 

Hitler and penicillin; of both T. S. | 

Eliot and Bing Crosby; of both Buch- 

manism and the chaplain of the 

carrier Franklin; of both Rouault | 

and Walt Disney. If you want to 
see all these antipodes at each 

other’s throats, if you want to see 

all the incipient and manifest vio 

lence of the age which produced 
them and a million others, you need 
only step into that third floor gal- 
lery where hang, on facing walls, 
I'chelitchew’s Hide and Seek, tor- | 

tured vision of the amorphous bat- | 
tles of man and of nature; the huge | 
new Wifredo Lam Jungle, drunken | 
conga of a half-baked civilization; 
Matta’s Vertige d'Eros, oversized 
anatomy of the inner secrets of hu- | 
man passion; and, the greatest work 
of art of the lot, the great Max 
Beckmann triptych entitled Depar- 
ture, a heroic-scaled epic at once 
satirizing and capitalizing Wagner- | 
ian pathos, a sort of Nietzschean 

epilogue to today’s carnage and the | 
inherent tragedy of tomorrow. 

All this is better actuality than 
vou can get from the latest news 

reels. The best function a modern 

museum can have is to interpret it 

as brilliantly and definitively as has 
been done here. 

ing verses of his friend, 

IUAULAR HIPS 
| 

Just Published 

THE MODE IN HATS 
AND HEADDRESS 
By R. TURNER WILCOX 

An invaluable book for art-directors, 
hat designers, hairdressers, research 

| workers in history, artists, illustrators 
—and the general reader interested in 
a fascinating subject. 

In more than 1000 detailed drawings 
and explanatory text the author traces 
the history of hats and headdress from 
the earliest Egyptian times down to 
the present day. An up-to-date, com- 
prehensive, accurate and authoritative 
work on a subject of widespread in- 
terest. 332 pages; Sizes 7¥,” x 11”. 

$5.00 

‘SECOND BIG PRINTING 
“In my opinion, it should be owned by 
every American designer” 

—Ethel Traphagen 

“A conscientious, thorough and pro- 
nationwide tour. Mediums: oil, wtre., pencil, | fessional job. She knows costumes, 
or other ptg. & dwg. medium. Number of | 
entries unlimited. Cash prizes. Jury. Entries | 
due Nov. |. Mrs. Isabel F. Peterson, Chrmn.., | 
Art Exhib., United Seamen's Service, 39 
Broadway, New York 6, N. Y. 

SCHOLARSHIP COMPETITION: 
Art Ass'n. announces a scholarship of $ 

ancient and modern, from the profes- 
sional point of view, and has produced 
as perfect a digest of the costumes of 

Ridgewood | these periods as we have ever seen. 
: “ a @ ” 

established by Gerald L. BroeKhurst for study It is a library in itself: 
in art sehool such as National Acad., Art 
Students League, or art dept. of any recog- 
nized institution of learning. Candidates must | 
be residents of New Jersey, under 25 years 
of age, and U. S. citizens. Competition ends | 
Nov. 1945. Apply to Mrs. Charles Whitson, 
414 Overbrook Rd., Ridgewood, N. J. | 

“WOMAN WITH PEARLS" CONTEST: Art- 
ists for Victory and La Tausca Pearls an- 
nounce a competition open to all U. S. artists 
on the subject ‘‘Woman with Pearis.’’ Me- 
dium: oil. One painting permitted each artist. 
Picture (not incl. frame) must not exceed 36” | 
in length or width, nor be less than 12”. | 
War Bond prizes totaling $4500. Jury. Entry | 
ecards due July 15; entries due July 25. For 
cards write Artists for Victory, 10! Park Ave., 
New York, N. Y. Send entries to Hayes Stor- 
pom. 305 E. Gist St.. New York 21, | 

i 

WHERE & WHEN TO EXRIBIT 
Woman's College of 

Univ. of N. C. Nov. 5-30. 2nd Ann. Int'l Tex- 
tile Exhib. Open to all textile designers. Me- 
diums: woven and printed textiles. No fee. 
Jury. Prizes. Entry cards due Sept. 18; en- 
tries due Sept. 25. Secretary, int'l Textile 
Exhib., Dept. of Art, Woman's College of 
Univ. of N. C., Greensboro, N. C. 

LOWELL, MASS., Whistler’s Birthplace. Year 
"Round Exhib. Open to all professional art- 
ists. All mediums. Fee: $1.50. Exhibitions, 2 
months. John G. Woleott, Pres., 236 Fair- 
mount St., Lowell, Mass. 

NEW YORK, N. Y., Nat'l Academy. Sept. 23- 
Oct. tt. Audubon Artists 4th Ann. Exhib. 
Open to all U. S. artists. Mediums: oil, wtre., 
pastel, prints, dwgs., seulp. Fee: $3 for non- 
members ($1.50 returned if all entries re- 
jected). Prizes. Entries due Sept. 2! at 3 E. 

89th St., New York, N. Y. For information | 
write Michael M. Engel, Exhib. Chrmn., 470 
W. 34th St.. New York, N. Y. 

NEW YORK, N. Y., Nat'l Academy, Oct. 17- 
Nov. 7. Soc. of Amer. Etchers 30th Ann.; 
7th Ann. Miniature Exhib. Open to all artists. | 
Mediums: metal plate. Fee: $2 for non-mem- 
bers. Jury. Prizes. Entry cards due Sept. 17; 
entries due Sept. 24. John Taylor Arms, Pres., 
oe S nat Etchers, 1083 Fifth, New York 

SANTA FE, N. M., Mus. of New Mexico. Aug. 
|-Sept. 3. Ptrs. & Seulptors of the Southwest 
32nd Ann. Open to residents of N. M. Me- 
diums: All. No fee. Non-jury. — cards 
due July 15; entries due July 20. orothy | 
Morang, Acting Curator of Art, Mus. of 
N. M., Santa Fe, N. M. ' 

— Women’s Wear 

THE MODE IN COSTUME 
By R. TURNER WILCOX 
With over 1000 illustrations 

by the author 

at your bookstore 

art tee dl a ee el 
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BENEFIT EXHIBITION 
FOR 

| SAVE THE CHILDREN 
FEDERATION, INC. 

Through July 7 

44 West 56 Street 

JEAN 

CHARLOT 
Paintings and Mural Studies 

Second Showing by Special Request 

BONESTELL GALLERY 
18 EAST 57 STREET, N. Y. C. 

. | opening show! 
Selma Burke 

Ethel Swantees ¢ Rolph Scarlett 

modernage 
16 E. 34 

Boris Aronson e 

art gallery 

“NON OBJECTIVE MOODS” 
W. EDWIN 

VER BECKE 
July 16-August 12 

PAUL ELDERS Scr ‘rancisco. cotit 

FLORENCE BALLIN 

CRAMER 
Paintings—June 30-July 14 

RUDOLPH GALLERIES 
WOODSTOCK, N. Y. 

STENDAHL 
ART GALLERIES 

Paintings by 

MACDONALD WRIGHT 

LUNDEBERG & FEITELSON 
PRE-COLUMBIAN ART 

3006 Wilshire Bivd.. Los Angeles, Calif. 

expression, 

SUMMER EXHIBITION OF 

PAINTINGS wy stucteo 
AMERICAN ARTISTS 

GALLERIES 
108 West 57 St., N. Y. MILCH 

36 

19th CENTURY 
AUSTRIAN 
PAINTINGS 

‘AMERICAN BRITISH 
ART CENTER 

WHERE & WHEN 

WORCESTER, MASS., Worcester Art Mus. 
Nov. 1945. Artists & Craftsmen of Worcester 
County. Open to past or present residents of 
Worcester Co. Mediums: ptg., dwg., sculp., 
all crafts. No fee. Jury. Entry cards due Oct. 
5; entries due Oct. 8. Worcester Art Mus., 
Worcester, Mass. 

TO EXHIBIT (Continued frem preceding page) 

Y@UNGSTOWN, 0O., Butler Art Inst. Jan. 
1-27, 1946. lith Ann. New Year Show. Open 
to past and present residents of O., Pa., Va., 
W. Va., & Ind. Mediums: oil & wtre. Jury. 
Prizes. Entry cards & entries due Dee. 9. 
Secretary, Butler Art Institute, Youngstown, 
Ohio. 

THE EXRIBITION CALENDAR 
EXHIBITIONS ARE OF PAINTINGS UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED 

ALBANY, N. Y., Inst. of Hist. & Art: Past 
Artists of Upper Hudson; 19 cent. European 
ptrs.; Artists Today in Upper Hudson, to 
Sept. 30. 

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M., Univ. of N. M. Fine 
Arts Gal!.: Self portraits, to July 5; Albu- 
querque Artists Ann., July 12-Aug. 25. 

ANDOVER, MASS., Addison Gall.: Phillips 
Acad. student exhib., to July 9; ‘‘Are Clothes 
Modern?”’ to July 16. 

BALTIMORE, MD., Municipal Mus.: Ann. 
Exhib. Photos. of Baltimore, to Aug. 4. 

BOSTON, MASS., Inst. of Mod. Art; ‘100 
Watercolors,’’ to July 14. 

Vose Galls.: Amer. Landscape Art, to Sept. |. 
Mus. of Fine Arts: Encyclopagdia Britannica 

Coll., July 26-Aug. 26. 
BUFFALO, N. Y., Albright Art Gall.: Pat- 

teran Show, to July 25. 
CAMBRIDGE, MASS., Fogg Mus.: Eng. Ro- 

manticism in Graphie Art; 18 & 19 cent. 
British art; 19 cent. Fr. dwgs., to Sept. 30. 

CHELTENHAM, PA. Art Center: Phila. art- 
ists prints, to Aug. 26. 

CHICAGO, ILL., Art Inst.: Artists of Chicago 
Ann., to Aug. 19; Weisenborn, to Aug. 12; 
““Still-Life Comes to Life,’’ to Oct. |. 

Findlay Galls.: Chieago Soc. of Artists Ann., 
July 8-31. 

CINCINNATI, 0., Art Mus.: Museum classes, 
to July 15; Duveneck dwgs. & prints; Zorn & 
Millet engvgs.; 18 cent. color engvgs., to 
Aug. 30. 

CLEVELAND, 0O., Mus. of Art: Kroll dws. & 
lithos., to July 31. 

COLUMBUS, O., Gall. of Fine Arts: Some 
Ohio Moderns, to July 10. af 

DALLAS, TEX., Mus. of Fine Arts; New acqui- 
sitions, to Oct. 1; Museum classes, to July 
15; War Bond cover design, July 15-29. 

DAYTON, O., Art Inst.: Mod. Dutch archit. 
& city planning; Teen-age work, to Aug. 3}. 

DENVER, COLO., Art Mus.: Ann. Exhib., to 
Aug. 30. 

EAST GLOUCESTER, MASS., North Shore 
Arts Assn.: Ann. Exhib., to Sept. 9. 

GREEN BAY, WIS., Neville Pub. Mus.: Em- 
ma F. MacRae, to Aug. 3!. 

INDIANAPOLIS, IND., Herron Art Inst.: 
yeagte indus. design; Crossley Lace Coll., to 
uly 31. 

1OWA CITY, IOWA, State Univ.: Cont. art, 
to July 31. 

KANSAS CITY, MO., Nelson Gall. of Art: 
Joseph Levin; Wings Over Central Pacific, 
to July 31. 

LOS ANGELES, CAL., County Mus.: Max 
Schoop, to Aug. |; Angna Enters, to July 25; 
Cont. Fr. ptgs., to Aug. 26; Poland Under- 
ground, to July 31. 

LOUISVILLE, KY., Speed Mem. Mus.: Mer- 
chant Seamen's Ann., to July 15. 

MILWAUKEE, WIS., Art Inst.: Built in 
U.S.A.; Kathleen Post, to July 7. 

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN., Inst. of Arts: Mas- 
terpieces in Prints, to Aug. 10; Chinese 
court costumes, to Aug. 31. 

NEW 

Amer. House, 485 Madison........‘*'Future 
of American Craftsmanship,’’ to Sept. 8 

Amer. Erit., 44 W 56 
19 cent. Austrian ptgs., to July 7 

Amer. Mus. of Nat. Hist., Central Pk. 
W. at 79..‘‘Animals in Design,’’ to Aug. 19 

Art of This Cent., 30 W. 57 
“The Women,"’ to July 7 

Babcock, 38 E. 57-...Amer. artists, to Aug. 31 

Bonestell, 18 E. 57. ..Charlot, to July 31 

Brooklyn Mus., Eastern Pkwy. 
Cont. prints, to Sept. 16 

Cont. Arts., 106 E. 57 
Sponsored group, to Aug. 3! 

Durand-Ruel, 12 E. 57 
19 cent. Fr. & 20 cent. Amer. ptgs., to Sept. | 

Durlacher, t1 E. 57 
Old & mod. ptgs. & dwgs., to July 3! 

Feigi, 601 Madison........ Group, to July 2! 
Ferargil, 63 E. 57 

Art for the Home Front, to July 6 
Summer group, July 7-Sept. | 

Grand Central, 15 Vanderbilt 
Raymond P. R. Neilson, to July 13 

| Int'l Bidg., Rockefeller Center 

B. VINCENT ABBOTT 
HIGHLIGHTS OF PHOTOGRAPHIC ART | 
A Magazine devoted to the advancement of 
Pictorial Photography as a means of artistic 

$1.00 for year of 1945 

#3, LITTLE BLDG., BOSTON 16. 

Encyclopaedia Britannica Coll., to July 8 
Jurart, 1175 Sixth...... Ann. group, to July 9 
Knoedier, 14 E. 57 

19 cent. Amer. ptgs., to Sept. | 
Levitt, 16 W. 57..‘‘Demonstration,”’ to July 31 
Little, Barbizon Hotel, 63 & Lexington 

Gantert, to July 26 
Macbeth, 11 E. 57 Amer. group, to July 27 
Matisse, 51 E. 57..Cont. Fr. ptgs., to July 31 
Metropolitan Mus., Fifth at 82 

Goya prints & dw§s., to Aug. 31 
War Against Japan, July 5-Sept. 3 

18 cent. Fr. & Ital. brocades, to Sept. 30 

YOR 

MYSTIC, CONN., Art Assn.: Ann. 
July 10-Aug. 26. 

Marine Mus.: Lars Thorsen, to July 8. 

Exhib., 

NEWARK, N. J., Artists of Today: Sketch | 
Show, to July 14. 

Mus.: United Nations, to Nov. 18; Amer. 
Folk Art; Elements of Design, to Aug. 31. 

NEWPORT, R. 1., Art Assn.: Ann. Exhib., 
to July 23. 

NORWALK, CONN., Silvermine Guild of Art- 
ists: 50th Anniv. Exhib.. te July 14 

OGUNQUIT, ME., Art Center: Ann. Nat'l 
Exhib., to Sept. 6. 

PASADENA, CAL., Art Inst.: Mildred J. Wil- 
liams wires., to July &. 

PHILADELPHIA, PA., Amer. Swedish Hist. 
Mus.: Nordfeldt; Tengren wtres., to July 5. 

Art Alliance: Phila. Water Color Club, to 
Aug. 17; General Electric indus. design, to 
Sept. 15. 

Mus. of Art: Archit. prints; Wedgwood, to 
Sept. 30; Picasso, Braque, & Leger, to 
Nov. tI 

Pa. Acad Selections from perm. coll., to 
Aug. 31. 

PITTSBURGH, PA., Carnegie Inst.: Pitts- 
burgh artists, to July 15. 

PITTSFIELD, MASS., Berkshire Mus.: Rob- 
ert T. Francis; Old Masters, to July 31. 

POINT PLEASANT, N. J., Jenkinson'’s Pavil- 
ion: Outdoor cont. art exhib., July 6-8. 

PORTLAND, ORE., Art Mus.: Mark Tobey, 
July 5-Aug. t; Cuban ptgs., July 18-Aug. 15. 

PROVIDENCE, R. 1., School of Design: Stu- 
dents Ann., to July 9. 

SACRAMENTO, CAL., Crocker Art Gall.: 
Mod. Dutch art, to July 26; Andrew Wyeth 
wtres.; Jun Hon Chew wtres., to July 31. 

ST. LOUIS, MO., City Art Mus.: 15 & 18 cent. 
tapestries, to July 30; Soe. of Ind. Artists, 
July 4-31. 

SAN DIEGO, CAL., Fine Arts Gall.: Amer. 
armed forces, to July 12; Nura & Buk UI- 
reich; H. Halit wtres., July 15-31. 

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL., Elders Gall.: Ver 
Becke, July 16-Aug. 12. 

SANTA FE, N. M., Mus. of N. M.: Tait, Van 
Soelen, Stockton, N. & A. Hall, to July 16; 
Kotchoukova, Hullenkremer, Ellis, Higgins, 
Davey, July 16-31. 

SEATTLE, WASH., Art Mus.: Time cover por- 
traits; Joseph Levin; Peter Meilleur; Post- 
Impressionist ptgs., to July 8. 

SPRING LAKE, N. J., The Warren: Amer. 
Artists Prof. League Ann., to Sept. 3. 

TOLEDO, O., Mus. of Art: Ann. Exhib. Amer. 
Ptgs., to Aug. 31. 

WASHINGTON, D. C., Library of Congress: 
Nat'l Print Exhib.; Berryman cartoons, to 
Aug. |. 

Nat’! Gallery: Soldier Art, July 4-Sept. 4. 
Whyte Gall.: Russo, July 9-31. 
WILLIAMSTOWN, MASS., Lawrence Art 

Mus.: Cuban painters, to July 13. 
WOODSTOCK, N. Y., Rudolph Galls.: Flor- 

ence B. Cramer, to July 14. 
WORCESTER, MASS., Art Mus.: Goodsneed 

Coll. of prints, to July 31. 

K CITY 

Midtown, 605 Madison 
Seasons Retrospective, to July 31 

Milch, 108 W. 57.Cont. Amer. group, to Sept. | 
Modernage, 16 E. 34 

Aronson; Burke; Scarlett; Swantees, to July 31 
Mus. of Mod. Art, tf W. 53 

Mus. Coll., to Nev. 4 
Tomorrow's Small House, to Sept. 3 

Joan Munyer stage designs, to Sept. 16 
Mus. of Non-Objective Ptg., 24 E. 54 

Amer. non-objective group, to Aug. 2 
Nat’! Maritime Union, 346 W. 17 

Merchant Seamen, to July 14 
Group, to Aug. 3! 

Neuf, 342 E. 79 
E. P. Seudder; 0. Chelimsky, to July 4 

N. Y. Hist. Soc., 170 Central Pk. W. 
World of Washington Irving, to July 3! 

Norlyst, 59 W. 56 
Art Teachers Ann., to July 2! 

Pen & Brush, 16 E. 10 
Members exhib., to Aug. 31 

Perls, 32 E. 58 
“Season in Review,"’ to Sept. 8 

Roko, 51 Greenwich 
Dorsay @ Reeke, to July 31 

Rosenberg, 16 E. 57 
Cont. Amer. group, to July 31 | 

| CHAO MING CHEN 
St. Etienne, 46 W. 57 

F. E. Robertson, to July 14 
Schaefer, Bertha, 32 E. 57 

Summer group, to Sept. | 
67 Gall., 67 E. 57........Group, to July 31 
Soc. of Illustrators, 128 E. 63 

War posters, to Aug. 3! 
Thannhauser, 165 E. 62....Fr. art, to July 31 
Webster Br, Pub. Library, 1465 York 

Seckar wtres., to Aug. 3! 
Weyhe, 794 Lexington 

Cont. Amer. group, to July 27 
Wildenstein, 19 E. 64 .Portraits, to Sept. 30 

modern paintings 

and prints 

KLEEMANN 
65 East 57th Street, N. Y. 

SEASON’S 
RETROSPECTIVE 

GROUP EXHIBITION 

MIDTOWN 
GALLERIES A. D. GRUSKIN, Director 
605 Madison Ave. (Bet. 57 & 56 Sts.) N. Y.| 

WHYTE 
GALLERY 

1518 Connecticut Ave., N.W. 

a 
x 

% by 
* AMERICANS 
MA PORTRAITS, INC., 460 Park Ave., N. Y. 

New York 22 

THE 

Paintings of 

WORLD WAR Il 

by ALEXANDER 

RUSSO 
July 9th through July 31st 

Washington, D. C. | 

PORTRAITS 

OLD & MODERN 

PAINTINGS 

MORTIMER BRANDT 
15 E. 57 St., N. Y. 5th Floor 

S. HARTVELD 
GALLERIES 

PAINTINGS 
of ALL SCHOOLS and PERIODS 

REGULAR SHIPMENTS FROM LONDON 

21 East 57th, New York 

JOHN NICHOLSON 
Interesting Paintings 

Specializing in 
Supplying the Trade 

19 East 57th Street 
2nd floor 

MODERN FRENCH and AMERICAN 

Paintings 

VALENTINE GALLERY 
55 EAST 57th STREET, NEW YORK 

Schultheis Galleries 
ESTABLISHED 1888 

PAINTINGS 
15 MAIDEN LANE, N. Y. 

Chinese Antiques 
Established in ee. Unies States 

| 339-341 East 29th St. 
| BALTIMORE, MD. l 

ART NEWS 

and other fine 
beoks, catalogues, 

ublications, 
es, etc. 

Western Newspaper Union 
304-20 EAST 45TH STREET, NEW YORK 

ART NEWS 



of 

Old Masters 

” 

imbels great sale 

25% to 50% off former prices 

| “Portrait of a Lady” by Alessandro 

LLonghi, is just one of the great paintings 

| in Gimbels sale. The sale includes, among 

others, Bronchorst’s “Young Lady with a 

Flute,” Hals’ “The Laughing Fisher 

Boy,” and Raeburn’s “Child with Kitten.” 

ie ace imbels Fifth Floor 
s 33rd St. and Broadway 

New York 1, N.Y. 

“Portrait of a Lady” 

341, x 40, inches (framed) 
by Alessandro Longhi, Italian, 1733-1813 

Was $3,989 Now $2,498 

VARI Ii Ta) ty 
PU hat Ur 

ele a lias! 

Separate and tie in 

bundles: 

1. Wastebasket 

scraps. 

2. Corrugated 
boxes, brown 
paper and 

bags. 

3. Magazines and 
books. 

4. Newspapers. 

This advertisement pre- 

pared by the War Ad- 
vertising Council in co- 
operation with the War 
Production Board and 
the Office of War In- 
formation. Space con- 
tributed to Double-V 
Waste Paper Program 

IN PAPER SALVAGE DRIVE FOR DURATION—These 
Paper Troopers won’t stop collecting waste 
paper till the last Jap surrenders. Huge 
quantities of waste paper are still required to 
make or pack the thousands of items our oy Me an Yue : 

tion, Inc. Armed Forces must have! Send every scrap 
of paper to war! 

HELP WOUNDED VETERANS, TOO!—Many lo- 

cal organizations collecting waste paper 

are channeling part of their waste paper 

funds to buy extra comforts for wound- 

ed, sick and disabled veterans. Such 

things as radios, head sets, cameras, 

photographic supplies, small tool work 

sets and free phone calls home are al- 

ways welcome, and provide another big 

reason for saving waste paper. 
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Portrait “Venus in Furs” by Titian, circa 1534 Modern Furs by Gunther 
s 

: 3 i oa lovely La Tausca simulated pearls exemplify the 

_— glamour pearls have always imparted to well-groomed women. 
Copyright 1945, Heller-Deltah Co. = = 

& 


